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ABSTRACT 
This master thesis is concerned with the complexity of multiple stakeholders’ attempt to act as one 
producer, wishing to reach out to their common denominator of users. The motive for this research 
is that there still is a need for more knowledge about how a multi-organizational environment can 
work with open innovation processes such as user-involvement. Potential benefits from crowd-
sourcing and user-driven innovation are likely to have a different meaning and influence when more 
actors are involved than a traditional singular user-producer relation. By using an Action Research 
methodology the analysis aims at improving a situation of multiplicity of both users and producers 
which is treated neither in the literature, nor in practice. In the case of an Airport Living Lab in 
Stockholm-Arlanda Airport, Sweden, a technological platform plays an important role in this 
process, as this is where three organizational partners seek to synchronize their agendas, business 
areas and communication with their users – all in the attempt to make the users innovate for their 
joint benefit. 
 
Keywords: Open Innovation Systems, Multiple Stakeholders, Action Research, Process Modeling, User-driven 
Innovation, Innovation Software Tools, Crowd-Sourcing, Airport Living Lab 
 
 
 
 
RESUMÉ 
Dette speciale omhandler den kompleksitet, som opstår når multiple interessenter forsøger at agere 
som én organisation, fordi de ønsker at nå ud til deres fællesnævner; den samme gruppe brugere. 
Motivationen for at udforske denne vinkel er, at der stadig er et behov for mere viden om, hvordan 
multi-organisatoriske miljøer kan arbejde med åbne innovationsprocesser som eksempelvis 
involvering af brugere. De potentielle fordele, der er ved crowd-sourcing og innovationstypologier 
får sandsynligvis en anden betydning og indflydelse, når flere aktører er i spil end i den traditionelle 
enkle relation mellem brugere og én virksomhed. Ved at benytte metodologien Aktionsforskning er 
målet for dette speciale at forbedre en situation af både flere brugere og virksomheder i en relation, 
hvilket ikke er behandlet hverken i litteraturen eller i praksis omkring Åbne Innovationssystemer. I 
tilfældet af et Airport Living Lab i Stockholm-Arlanda lufthavn i Sverige, spiller en teknologisk 
platform en vigtig rolle, da denne er hvor tre partnerorganisationer forsøger at synkronisere deres 
agendaer, forretningsområder og kommunikation med deres brugere – alt sammen i et forsøg på at få 
brugerne til at være innovative for partnernes fælles interesse. 
 
Nøgleord: Åbne Innovationssystemer, Multiple Interessenter, Aktionsforskning, Processmodeller, Brugerdrevet 
Innovation, Software som Innovationværktøj, Crowd-Sourcing, Airport Living Lab 
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TOPIC 

Design of an Open Innovation System: 

Ways to implement User-driven Innovation in a multi-organizational context 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

During management studies of organizational- and political communication and most recently of 

innovation, my research interest has developed during my academic career to concern a wide range 

of processes within and around organizations. For the current master thesis it has been my goal to 

embrace as much of these interests as possible. This approach has led me to several long 

brainstorming sessions of theories as well as cases by myself and with fellow students, friends, 

academic advisor, and my previous professors from Copenhagen Business School, Denmark, and 

Rotterdam School of Management, the Netherlands. The result is narrowed down to the main 

interest of this thesis; to be contributing to aspects and literature of innovation management from a 

communicative angle of how processes are developed and managed in practice. Through selected 

and reviewed theories and techniques, I aim to place this work as a valid suggestion for development 

of a sustainable Open Innovation System and processes within an Open Innovation paradigm which 

organizations are yet to adjust to in order to implement and practically adopt.  

 

To include the complexity of political communicational aspects, this communicative innovation 

management framework is analyzed in a context of multiple organizations holding various interests. 

The underlying assumption and motivation is that it will add complexity to the organizational design 

and setup where open innovation practices can be implemented. This is a challenge of the research 

and in the following chapters I will outline and explain the methods and tools I suggest to be of help 

to overcome it. 

 

1.1 Area of Concern: Systems of Open Innovation 
The most recently discussed form of innovation is open innovation as a paradigm of innovation 

management literature and processes. With a starting point of organizations’ need for and desire to 

bring about new products, processes or services to increase sales and/or efficiency, it all comes down 

to a competition of how to obtain a satisfying figure at the bottom line1. Opening up the innovation 

processes of an organization is a complex, at times intimidating, but potentially a very rewarding 

strategy, as opposed to the closed innovation paradigm. In closed innovation all ideas are developed, 

                                                
1 Schilling and Hill 1998; Kock 2002 
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tested and brought to market within the boundaries of the organization or at least within its business 

area2. The concept of open innovation is thus an attempt to achieve the opposite of these actions 

through collaboration with multiple external actors in that;  

“Open Innovation is a paradigm that assumes that firms can and should use external ideas as well as internal 

ideas…” (Chesbrough 2003a: 37) 

 

This thought refers to flows of knowledge across physical as well as invisible organization 

boundaries3, and it leads me to present open innovation systems (OIS) which are attempts to organize 

and structure these weakly definable boundaries in processes. In the literature the concept of OIS is 

commonly used when arguing that organizations need to move from closed to open innovation 

systems, mainly referring to an open, systematic collaboration between organizations and their users 

or customers4.  

 

A popular way of opening up innovation processes is thus to involve users in idea collection and 

development phases5. In this project users are considered to be any actor in an organization’s or 

project’s internal and external environment and hence count; 

“…firms or individual consumers that expect to benefit from using a product or service” (von Hippel 2005: 3). 

 

This places user-driven innovation as an aspect of open innovation focused on gathering input and 

gaining knowledge from the business’ environment. The involvement can either happen during the 

beginning of a project, referred to as the front-end including idea collection and idea evaluation, or 

during the later stages referred to as the back-end of the innovation process meaning 

experimentation and testing i.e. amongst lead-users or in focus groups6. The benefits and the 

usefulness of users’ involvement in the development phase are discussed in innovation management 

literature with opposing conclusions. They range from ‘the user knows it all’ which is why companies 

should use every opportunity to get a piece of their mind, to ‘the user cannot ever define its needs 

for innovation’ meaning that resources spent on customer collaborative development are resources 

going from professional creativity and development7. Nevertheless, more and more companies are 

experimenting with involving their users and in that way democratizing their innovation processes as 

                                                
2 Chesbrough 2003a 
3 Chesbrough 2003b; Chesbrough 2006 
4 Chesbrough 2003b; Chesbrough 2006; Dittrich and Duysters 2007 
5 von Hippel 1978; Håkansson 1987; Ritter and Gemünden 2003; Almirall 2008 
6 Hansen and Birkinshaw 2007; Thomke and Fujimoto 2000 
7 I.e. Christensen 1997; Coyne et al. 2007; von Hippel 2001 
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von Hippel puts it8. It is my belief that the design of a system for open innovation in large can 

determine the result of the processes – including the stakes of benefits and usefulness – of this 

relation and collaboration.  

 

In my investigation of alternative ways to involve users in the innovation process, I have been 

particularly delving deeper into the scarcely documented concept of Living Laboratories. This concept 

thus determines the core of innovation and communication in the present thesis which means the 

analysis is from a living lab perspective. This view will allow me to analyze and contribute to the 

processes of managing an OIS for implementable innovations and not only the consequences of a 

strategy in practice. Little attention has so far been paid to a multi-organizational environment where 

several industries strive for a collaborative design of processes, which is why this research will be 

concerned about open innovation in this particular context.  

 

1.2 Main Research Question 
 

How do Open Innovation Systems organize and collaborate to design implementable 

processes in an environment of multiple stakeholders? 

 

This thesis is a research project on how OIS organize in order to facilitate innovation processes for 

user-driven innovation that are implementable in an environment of multiple stakeholders. This 

scenario will be empirically supported by an Action Research approach to a currently ongoing project 

about open innovation and process modeling development. 

 

1.2.1 Sub-questions 
To make the research as understandable and interesting as possible, I have outlined a path of sub-

questions guiding the reader towards an answer of the main research question. 

 

1) What are the characteristics of systems for Open Innovation?  

a. The development from a closed to an open innovation paradigm 

b. Innovation classifications and typologies 

                                                
8 von Hippel 2005 
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2) What particularities do users and multiple stakeholders add to Open Innovation Systems? 

a. What are the challenges and limitations when organizing and processing in an OIS? 

b. How do users and interaction with crowds influence innovation processes? 

c. Technical tools’ support of user-driven innovation 

 

3) How does the Innovation Process Model design for Stockholm-Arlanda Airport meet the 

characteristics of organizing from ideas to implementation? 

a. What analytical suggestions can be provided for the stages and content of an 

Innovation Process Model for the multi-organizational environment of the case? 

b. What dynamics can explain the development of the Open Innovation System for the 

Airport Living Lab? 

c. How does the theory and the empirical case compare? 

 

The thesis is divided into chapters, sections and sub-sections. Nine overall chapters demonstrate the topics 

of the thesis each with a number of sections of relevant themes within the topic. The content of each 

sub-question is summarized in overviews at the beginning of each chapter, and concluding summaries 

are provided at the end of analysis chapters. Sub-sections are used to ease the reading by adding 

headings within a section.  

 

1.3 Formal Requirements for CBS Master Thesis 
The Master Thesis of a study represents not only the final part of a M.Sc. program; it is also its most 

important component, and it undergoes some formal requirements for students to live up to. As 

described on page 24 of the study guideline for Master Thesis work at CBS, the work must have a 

maximum of 80 standard pages9.  

 

My academic supervisor is titled Professor at the CBS Department of Organization and is chosen on 

basis of his vast competencies of process thinking. The main focus of my rightful 21 hours of 

academic supervision has been on research methods and the supervisor functioning as a 

commentator and discussion partner about the results and the presentation of these. 

 
                                                
9 A CBS standard page is 2,275 characters including spaces. This work is thus left to a maximum of 182,000 STUs. 
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The particular demands for the Methodology of a Master Thesis state that the student must give a 

precise indication of the major relationship between theory and empirical data, and a reflection on 

relevance of the methods used to demonstrate the student’s ability to think scientifically. This 

relationship will be outlined in the following chapters of presenting the research case background 

theoretically and empirically, the overall methodology of the thesis with its prerequisites of validity, 

and the analysis framework for capturing these approaches. 

 

1.4 Figures and tables 
 

Figure Page 
1: Overall project setting of the Airport Living Lab project 13 
2: Stages of the IPM for the pilot project in November 2008 15 
3: Empirical scope of the thesis 20 
4: Knowledge landscape of the Open Innovation paradigm 31 
5: Goal for improvements when implementing OIS processes 35 
6: Revised stage-gate model 40 
7: Technology Life Cycle and the Dominant Design 43 
8: Innovation application space: change and offers 44 
9: Framework for defining innovations 46 
10: The share of profits on innovations 56 
11: Users’ perception of what the ALL can do for them 73 
12: Suggested advancement of the user interface 74 

 

Table Page 
1: Contributors to this project 12 
2: Work Packages for the ALL project 14 
3: Purpose requirements of the OIS software functionalities 61-62 
4: Applicable actions to the experimentation stage 79 
5: Content of the IPM 81 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 

Overview: This chapter will set the stage for and create a better understanding of the analysis to 

come. First, abbreviations and conceptual clarifications are presented to ease the reading of the 

thesis. Second, the scarcely documented concept of living labs from a pragmatic angle is explained 

and defined, which in the analysis will be founded in an academic and theoretic context. The living 

lab framework leads to the presentation of a concrete empirical case of the Airport Living Lab at 

Stockholm-Arlanda Airport in Sweden.  

 

2.1 Abbreviations and conceptual clarifications 
This part is to make the reader familiar with the terminology used in the thesis in order to eliminate 

misunderstandings in terms of abbreviations and concepts. 

 

2.1.1 Abbreviations 
ALL: Airport Living Lab 

AR: Action Research 

BPMN: Business Process Modeling Notation 

CSC: Computer Sciences Corporation 

IMG: Innovation Management Group 

IPM: Innovation Process Model 

IS: Innovation Systems 

LFV: Luftfartsverket (Swedish Aero-operation Authorities) 

OIS: Open Innovation Systems 

SAA: Stockholm-Arlanda Airport 

SAS: Scandinavian Airlines System Ground Services 

 

2.1.2 Conceptual clarifications 
Innovation Management Group: The actors of this group have been changed several times during 

the project, but the people mainly involved for this thesis work; thus referred to as the IMG are: 
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Table 1: Participants of the ALL Innovation Management Group that have contributed to this project 

 

Innovation Process Model: This refers to a specific model outlining the processes, tools, and 

actors of the ALL project. It is the aim of the management group that this will be applicable to other 

similar projects in the future as a best-practice model. However, when referring to the IPM in this 

thesis, it is strictly in connection to the case unless otherwise clearly stated.  

 

Open Innovation System: The term ‘system’ is used in several theoretic directions, i.e. organization 

system, IT system, society system etc. and has different connotations in a lot of them. Hence, OIS 

means a systematic constructed group, a gathering of activities and/or actors. It thereby 

encompasses organizational and social aspects complementing the technical annotation of the word. 

OIS in this thesis refers to the environment surrounding the very specific IPM. 

 

2.2 Empirical framework – The Airport Living Lab 
The Airport Living Lab is a research project at Sweden’s main international airport Stockholm-

Arlanda Airport, where namely two commercial partners, one governmental, and two academic 

partners are doing research of how to implement open innovation processes in a multi-organizational 

context. The project was initiated in August 2007, financed by both governmental and private 

Name Partner company ALL role 

Håkan Ozan CSC Project manager 

Anna Arfors LFV Innovation manager 

Cecilia Saberi SAS Innovation implementer 

Carina Sundelius CSC Partner representative 

Fritjof Andersson LFV Partner representative 

Lena Söderström SAS Partner representative 

Stefan Hrastinski NITA Uppsala University Academic partner 

Mats Edenius NITA Uppsala University Academic partner 

Niklas Kviselius Stockholm Business School Academic partner 
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parties. Of the approximately 300,000 € budget, half is funded by the Swedish Governmental Agency 

for Innovation Systems (VINNOVA) and the other half by the partners; SAS, LFV and CSC.  

The ALL is an attempt to develop a competitive innovation strategy for an airport; a multi-

organizational environment counting 200+ companies acting on different agendas, interests and 

revenue. The proposal to VINNOVA for funding explicitly focuses on the necessity of an open 

source approach due to the diversity of the airport environment:  

“Clearly, what the actors need is an arena where they on a neutral base can work solely with the users’ best in 

mind” (ALL Reviderad projektbeskrivning: 410). 

 

Initially the ALL project setting can be illustrated like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The academic partners mainly act as supporting functions to document the processes and later on 

the results of the innovation process modeling (IPM) in action for the innovation management literature, 

which is why they are not included in this illustration. However, the academic partners are 

participants of the innovation management group (IMG) of the project. I myself am also as a researcher a 

part of the academia floating in and out of this setting, though my scope is to both co-develop and 

observe the processes whereas the official academic partners seek to co-develop the processes and 

document any potential new theoretical findings. 

 

According to the project plan the entire project is set up in six Work Packages from the kick-off in 

late 2007 to the end in August 2009: 

                                                
10 Translation from Swedish: “Uppenbart är att dessa aktörer behöver en arena där man på neutral mark kan arbeta 
med inget annat än användernas bästa fremför ögenen.” 

Innovation Process Modeling Stockholm-
Arlanda 
Airport 
200+ 

companies 

SAS 
GS 

LFV CSC 

USER
S 

Figure 1: The overall project setting of the Airport Living Lab project 
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Table 2: Work Packages for the ALL project (ALL Reviderad projektbeskrivning: 11) 

 

The current thesis work was initially concerned about WP 5, the work concerning modeling and 

documentation of innovation processes in the ALL. This includes visual modeling as well as written 

reporting supported by theoretical reasoning for the processes. However, some of the results from 

the previous work packages have influenced the scope of this work package so that both WP 1, 2 

and 6 have ended up being included and revised during the thesis. This will be explained in the 

following. 

 

2.2.1 Previous ALL results  
Previous studies of the ALL IPM have especially shown technical weaknesses that resulted in no 

implementing of any open innovation approach to SAA. In November 2008, a pilot study was 

executed to test the technological solution chosen and customized for the ALL. Stands with 

computers and ALL staff was set up in SAA Terminal 5; the SAS terminal for domestic and 

international flights out of Stockholm. The thought was to test the flow of innovative submissions in 

the software program and the staff was there to assist passengers or employees wishing to share their 

thoughts about the airport, the airplanes, the personnel etc. Practically anything can be submitted to 

a living lab; in this case focusing on the travel- or work experience of SAA’s stakeholders, internal as 

external.  

 

However, upon its evaluation the results of the pilot were not completely useful for the continuation 

of the living lab as the software used did not work according to the intentions. The functions of the 

tool did not work properly which affected the entire outcome of the pilot. The staff had to help all 

persons with submissions, and the users were not fond of providing personal details such as their 

WP 1 Methodology and Models (analysis of partners, software development, choice of theory) 

WP 2 Proof of Concept (plan for execution of the project) 

WP 3 Pilot study (conducted at Stockholm-Arlanda Airport) 

WP 4 Cooperation and Communication (PR, living lab partners, conferences to attend etc.) 

WP 5 Model for Innovation Processes (development and reporting) 

WP 6 Project Management and Administration (group meetings, board meetings, final reporting) 
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email address when submitting ideas. For the airport employees’ part, the suggestions were mainly 

incremental, meaning that no over-all innovative ideas for the airport were generated. This made the 

software tool appear as an electronic version of a traditional idea box which indeed is not the 

intention of a user-driven living lab. The IPM outlined to support the ALL project concerned the 

following categories: 

 
Figure 2: Stages of the IPM for the pilot project in November 2008; each stage containing separate roles and 
tasks. Illustrated in a BPMN workflow. 
 

Roles and tasks for each of the stages were decided upon from a pragmatic approach of the IMG on 

the background of professional academic experience mainly by the academic partners and the project 

manager. There has been no documentation of the logic, considerations and theories leading to the 

content of this model, which has made it difficult for the group to revise it and implement relevant 

changes due to the pilot’s weak results. Because of the technical difficulties that prerequisite the 

execution of the model, the processes in the IPM have remained the same and the group is stuck in 

developing any further activities. 

 

At the business evaluation stage the pilot was not feasible as the setup was not realistic or user-

driven; three forced-to-be partners should select ideas but did not agree on mutual benefits from the 

submissions. It ended with LFV going for a suggestion without any specific solution attached about 

environmental information about the airport. Six months after the submission this project has still 

not been executed; in stead, it has been delayed by challenges at the business evaluation stage without 

any new external partners involved.  

 

With a communicative and management foundation, in the development of the OIS this thesis will 

focus on all the processes the ALL has to deal with prior to creating a model for execution of the 
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living lab. The project has to decide upon and work with several practical issues that can be 

explained by theory. This will hopefully provide a better understanding of the design of an OIS and 

how a living lab with multiple stakeholders can be established. Thus this research is set to change the 

entire approach to the project in compliance with its scope and interests.  

 

The work packages in table 2 are somewhat fluent after the pilot study when more aspects of the 

IPM than expected ought to be revised. Furthermore, the IMG has had an ongoing exchange of 

persons from all three partners during the first one and a half years of activity, which clearly has 

delayed the content of work packages and decreased the knowledge flow about goals, mission, and 

setup.  

 

These abovementioned critical issues existed already prior to starting this thesis work, and they create 

the basis of an Action Research (AR) approach11 to design an OIS for the multi-stakeholder 

environment of SAA.  

                                                
11 Please see section 4.3 for method of using an AR approach 
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Chapter 3 

SCOPE AND DELIMITATIONS 
Overview:  This chapter explains the relevance of the literature chosen to execute the analysis as well 

as the particular focus and what the thesis is not concerned with. First, the key concepts embedded 

within the Main Research Question are pinpointed. Second, the chapter is divided into a theoretical 

and an empirical purpose and scope of the thesis.  

 

3.1 Reflections on the Main Research Question 
This part serves the purpose of reflecting over the embedded assumptions and locus in the Main 

Research Question. The proposition is two-fold as it seeks to 1) design processes within the 

paradigm of open innovation and 2) implement them to a multi-stakeholder environment which 

rise challenges of both innovative- and organizational character. This duality further embeds both 

a theoretical and a practical angle of the research focus. 

  

The highlighted words are meaning-determining for the research scope, and hence the 

explanations below serve as a guide for the reader to eliminate misunderstandings of the coming 

analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

Organize: By focusing on the organization of OIS the research is about the setup (background and 

reasoning) for a system. This concerns the conditions for the OIS and the consequences of its 

existence, not its functionalities in action. 

 

Collaborate: Collaboration indicates that several interests need to be synched in communication and 

planning. Also, stakeholders are obliged to consider other parties’ needs, opinions and actions. 

 

How do Open Innovation Systems organize and collaborate to design implementable processes 
in an environment of multiple stakeholders? 
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Implementable: This emphasizes the aim for the processes to be viably explained in order to 

practically implement them in an innovative environment. Viability is founded in the literature 

reviews and theories. Implementation is the course of action that this analysis should result in.  

 

Multiple stakeholders: By studying multiple stakeholders to one project we are here concerned 

with systems coupled in a new way generating new perspectives and new processes. The ALL is a 

project to make it possible for different competencies and different backgrounds to meet and 

collaborate, and this thesis attempt to analyze what that means.  

 

3.2 Theoretically 
The theoretical scope and purpose is mainly related to sub-question 1) and 2) and concerns the 

literature reviewed to support the analysis. The theories for the analysis serve as a framework for 

placing the conclusions of this thesis. 

 

There is a well developed research field on innovation management from the late twentieth century. 

The business world has been concerned with new product development and efficiency in products 

and processes since business ever started, and competitiveness and reduction of monopoly in various 

industries have been given attention from the academic world. Researchers have been concerned 

with how industries; different sized organizations and nations operate in different environments and 

under different circumstances for being innovative, and this has moved the focus from how to do 

innovation in practice to the organizational forces of facilitating an innovative environment12. 

 

This thesis has a clear purpose of analyzing the literature on managing innovation; meaning the 

processes and environmental facilitators for innovative actions. This is relevant when working with 

user-driven innovation in order to create an insightful opinion about users’ contribution to 

innovation processes – and what they may set of limitations. Furthermore this review is expected to 

be useful in relation to the design of an OIS when attempting to set up a living lab, because it 

generally will give any project group or manager an understanding of the consequences of involving 

users. The reader should also be educated in the concept of living labs and what it offers to user-

involvement and co-development studies.  

 
                                                
12 Kelley 2001 
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It is thus not a direct purpose of this thesis to criticize the innovation management literature in order 

to deduct a new theory, but to possibly close gaps of the current literature. The goal of this part of 

the analysis is to justify and explain the work with a practical case story founded in SAA and make an 

example of how the literature applies to real-world business- and management challenges.  

 

3.3 Empirically 
The empirical scope is mainly related to answering sub-question 3) and 4). Empirically there are 

delimitations of the technical aspects of the OIS as well as the focus on organizational challenges of 

the ALL project here is clarified. 

 

It is a recognized fact that two of the parties engaged in the ALL; LFV and SAS, have their issues 

with collaborating, communicating, and making decisions together. These challenges are not up for 

analysis; they have been confirmed beforehand by representatives for the two organizations and 

from the ALL project manager13. LFV owns some of the processes going on in the airport while SAS 

owns other processes and this constellation fosters some issues in the airport environment as well as 

it does in other industries with multiple ownership. Creating a living lab is an attempt to overcome 

these difficulties and working from the organizations’ common denominator; users of the airport. 

 

The figure below illustrates my contribution and focus as a researcher and where my points and 

analytical inputs will contribute to a design of innovation management. I include my political- as well 

as organizational communication skills by adding an analytical view of the project setup. This 

illustration sets ‘Users’ and the ‘Stockholm Arlanda-Airport’ organization beyond my scope. Of 

course these actors are part of the entire project, however beyond my scope as I am not able to 

evaluate or observe the IPM in practical action. This would require inputs from users; inputs 

analyzed and tested in the IPM and an output affecting the organization SAA. 

                                                
13 Interviews: Andersson (May 8, 2009); Söderström (May 8, 2009); Sundelius (May 29, 2009) 
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Figure 3: Empirical scope of the thesis 

 

The purpose of this thesis is not to evaluate the outcome of the IPM in practice, but in stead to 

analyze; 

• the theoretical and empirical foundation of it 

• the organizing and roles of a multi-organizational IMG 

• the expected technical and organizational requirements to make this ALL self-sustainable 

• an empirical example of an attempt to develop such a model based on theoretical knowledge 

 

The ALL in Stockholm is an opportunity for this thesis on user-driven innovation to include a case 

study to discover what challenges, advantages, benefits and limitations there might be when theory 

meets practice – or moreover; when practice gets founded in theory.  
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* Indefinite number of actual projects: Submitted input from users that passes through the Innovation Process 
Model and the management of the IMG are expected to result in output affecting Stockholm-Arlanda Airport. 

 
Figure XX: Scope of research – Design of an Open Innovation System 

My scope 
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3.4 Thesis identity 
Summarizing the theoretical and empirical purposes and scope of the thesis: 

 

• This thesis focuses on analyzing a theoretical design of an OIS. The development of an IMP is 

developed for a specific case project (the ALL).  

 

• This thesis is written by an external researcher not employed by any of the participating partners. 

I have been collaborating with commercial and academic partners in terms of workshop sessions 

and interviews. My role in the project has been to provide the ALL with theoretical thoughts and 

implications for implementable innovation processes, and it is beyond my scope to empirically 

test and evaluate the final model. This will be up to the IMG after launching the project. 

 

• This is not meant to be a falsification of one or more particular theory(ies) tested on a practical 

case. Rather the current thesis is concerned with whole concepts of open innovation, user-driven 

innovation, and multiple stakeholder organization and communication in order to contribute to 

this research field. 
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Chapter 4 

METHODOLOGY 

Overview: The methodology of the thesis has an impact on the analysis and thus the conclusions 

made. This chapter outlines the constructivist approach of ontology and epistemology as a 

foundation for the analysis. This discussion and reflection serves to validate the research at a stage of 

truth within the scientific framework set up for the project. The chapter refers to theoretical and 

empirical material as well as to an overall universal perception of knowledge and scientific truth.  

 

4.1 A Constructivist Approach to “What is?” 
“We know reality by constructing it through our interactions with the world, in an emergent process that 

changes knowledge as we keep interacting with the world.”  

(Dias de Figueiredo and Rupino da Dunha 2007: 70) 

 

This perception of what the world is and what exists is the essence of constructivism’s ontology. It 

relies on the world around us to emerge and obtain meaning only in the scope and sense that we as 

subjects perceive it. The world is thus constructed by social- or semantic articulations and 

development, hence context is a human creation and not something that exists independent of us. 

This makes the question of ‘what is?’ open to interpretation as opposed to a positivistic ontology of 

logic14, because we here accept the influence of and individualism of subjectivism.  

 

Constructivism supports the qualitative data necessary to setup a living lab15. It also supports the 

inclusion of organizational and individual influence and agendas to affect the outcome of the ALL 

project. Thus, the constructivist ontology suits the case at over-all project level and at research level 

and illustrates the ontological framework of the present thesis.  

 

In the epistemological essence of constructivism facts are considered inventions not discoveries. 

Several truths can exist and be known; constructed in different contexts by different subjects16. This 

                                                
14 Positivism is defined by Dias de Figueiredo and Rupino da Dunha (2007: 69) as; “The reality we may know is 
independent from us, it exists before we try to know it, it is potentially knowable, and it is explainable by immutable 
laws…” 
15 Dias de Figueiredo and Rupino da Dunha 2007; Herting and Stein 2007 
16 Sørensen 2002; Herting and Stein 2007 
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means that viability is put over absolute truth. It also means that the interpretation of what is 

possible to be true contrasts with the opinion that a discovery of a perfect data source or 

methodology will lead to the one perfect and true result as logical positivists believe. With regards to 

the ALL project the episteme has changed from the initial attempt to create universal ‘best-practice’ 

models and knowledge for the entire organizational scenario of multiple stakeholders – to currently 

evolve around the concern about how processes and issues are respectively constructed and solved. 

For the thesis it is accepted that this construction and solving is what can be known and 

characterized as the knowledge the research will provide.  

 

It is important to note that when we here understand the world as constructed it further delimitates 

other options for analyzing the research question. In other words; the main observation point for 

analysis is also a construction17, which in this case is three organizations synchronized into one 

system; the ALL. A construction of the world thus always determines a distinction of what 

something is and what it is not, or what I as a researcher study and do not18. This issue is here sought 

solved by the literature of innovation management and OIS as well as theoretical prerequisites for 

establishment of the user-driven – hence very practical – living labs. The user aspect influences the 

outcome of the project which is why it would be meaningless not to say impossible to draw valid 

conclusions in the optics of a positivistic paradigm. The data is here constructed along with the 

analysis. 

 

As for the knowledge that we are able to obtain through analyzing the ALL, it is closely attached to 

theories of social construction and innovation management; the two main sciences this research 

evolves within.  

 

4.2 The search for ‘Truth’ and ‘Knowledge’ 
Perceiving the world as emerging before us as we construct it neglects the option of an ‘objective 

truth’; rather it calls for a ‘justified true belief’19. The reason for this is of course that without an 

absolute world an absolute and objective truth independent of our knowledge or recognition is 

impossible. This has consequences for the knowledge that can be detracted from the analysis and it is 

                                                
17 Andersen 1999 
18 Andersen 1999; Andersen 2001 
19 Brier 2005; Kjørup 2008 
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a general scientific challenge to researchers. Brier explains it by knowledge having a time- and 

cultural perspective:  

“Knowledge is that which in a certain culture at a certain time (as a certain period) is considered to be true, 

reliable, and rational and does not go too directly against our senses and practical experience.” (Brier 2005: 59) 

 

From this three basis criteria are deducted, which all must be fulfilled in order to be recognized as 

scientific philosophical knowledge20: 

 

• Truth. Knowledge has to be objectively true; an ideal to the production of knowledge. As a 

researcher I must thus be aware that my subjective interpretation always will construct the 

framework for the definitions of truth in this project. This means that there are some 

delimitations of truth which will be discussed below. 

• Reliability. Even if information is true it has to also be reliable to be accepted. In other words; if 

information exceed our reference frame and understanding it is useless to us. To be generating 

knowledge people will have to recognize the information.  

• Rationality. Specific knowledge must be rationally connected to our present reference frame or 

horizon. A rational reasoning is needed.  

 

I am conscious about the fact that the knowledge produced in this thesis always will be embedded in 

a context where I as a researcher remain a subjective actor determined by social, professional, and 

cultural premisses. Hereby an absolute knowledge cannot be produced as truth is an embedded 

element of knowledge. Therefore I attempt to bring about knowledge that is not necessarily definite, 

but that in line with Brier’s points is considered to be reliable and rational in the combination and 

connection between theoretical and empirical observations appearing to be reasonable and viable. 

Truth is thus strived for through a reflection on data and sources.  

 

From this clarification a foundation in the coherence theory of truth is made and with that the 

prerequisite of a coherent system21. The system is in this case constructed of theories of innovation 

management. A theory can according to the coherence theory be perceived as true or sufficient if it is 

a part of a larger whole (of theories) which altogether represents our world view. Therefore the 

choice of theories is assessed in a way to attempt assurance of perspectives not being each other’s 

                                                
20 Brier 2005 
21 Brier 2005; Dorsey 2006 
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implicit exclusion and thereby falsify the conclusions and obtained knowledge as unreliable. The 

theories chosen will always have a certain ontology embedded that includes something and excludes 

something else. This also means that the theories provide a certain construction of the world and 

thereby is impossible to correspond to an actual world. In other words it is important to the validity 

of the thesis that the chosen theories can co-exist in an analysis and that they are not considered to 

be definite truths or applied without critical reflection. Although we will obviously have to recognize 

the theories as true in order to practically use them for cases and generate knowledge, but I am 

conscious about theories not being absolute pictures of an actual world and that they must have 

certain delimitations to their appliance.  

 

Coherence is not only a criterion for the theories but is also a requirement for the conclusions of the 

analysis in order to consider them as generating knowledge. A relationship between statements is 

thus required. Dorsey defines the relationship to exist within the system of a given analysis;  

“…these connections need only consist in the capacity to be derived by other sentences in the system, thereby 

displaying a relationship of mutual implication.” (Dorsey 2006: 498) 

 

4.3 Action Research as a Method for Analysis 
The Action Research (AR) approach is a useful method to investigate what is mentioned in the 

introduction about open innovation: Business life and academics co-interested in advancing 

knowledge about a specific area or topic. The interest is two-fold because traditional research 

became more and more irrelevant in the eyes of practitioners of the business world, while an 

increased desire arose amongst social scientists to conduct greater social relevant research22. Small 

states that action researchers wish to produce research that can address practical concerns at the 

same time as contributing to the development of scientific knowledge23. The collaboration between 

practitioners and researchers is essential to the outcome of the analysis in that;  

“While the action researcher brings to the research process theoretical knowledge ［…］, the participant 

collaborators bring practical knowledge and experience about the situations that are being studied.” (Small 

1995: 942) 

 

                                                
22 Small 1995 
23 Small 1995 
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So, AR is a participatory approach and indicates the researcher to take an active part in the research 

case or topic and thus to be involved with his/her specific case(s)24, as opposed to observe and 

analyze a static situation of previous actions. In line with the above duality of AR, Eden and Huxham 

define the method as follows:  

“…a range of approaches involving interventions in organizations that have the purpose of bringing about 

practical transformation and advancing knowledge.” (Eden and Huxham 2006: 388) 

 

An AR methodology is applied to this research because it is particularly appropriate when 

investigating issues of processes as the ALL offer, because it can lead to conceptualizations about 

what can happen in practice and why25. In this case AR explains that I as a researcher has taken part in 

the project and sought to improve and change processes, and not only been an external observer of 

situations.  

 

The approach of AR was introduced by Lewin in the mid 20th century26, and he implies a double 

purpose as one of research of the various forms of action that exist, and one of research that will 

lead to social actions. This is practically explained by the researcher having to consider two ‘steps’ of 

his/her work: The study of general laws and the study and diagnosis of a specific situation27. In this 

case the general framework, what Lewin refers to as laws, is the open- and user-driven innovation 

theories. The specific situation is an airport living lab concept. The action undertaken from my 

perspective is thus studying the theoretical background for establishing a living lab and diagnosing 

the specific challenges of the multiple-stakeholder environment. Action is taking in form of 

influencing decision makers of the project about the theoretically most proficient way to organize an 

OIS in a way that makes the processes implementable.  

 

AR is a future oriented approach that acknowledges the possibility of data and even research scope 

to evolve and change over time. Furthermore, indeed the human subjects are perceived as self-

reflective and active contributors to the research, rather than objects applied with science that a 

researcher can distinct him/herself from28. This connects eh AR approach to the constructivist 

methodological considerations for this thesis. 

                                                
24 Eden and Huxham 2006; Kock 2005; Lewin 1946; Small 1995 
25 Huxham 2003 
26 Lewin 1946 
27 Lewin 1946; Small 1995 
28 Huxham 2003; Small 1995; Susman and Evered 1978 
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In 1996 (revised in 2006) Eden and Huxham29 developed a set of precautions and validity 

characteristics for AR to be research-oriented, meaning how to make scientific research when the 

researcher him-/herself takes part in the development of empiric data. The authors make it clear that 

it is close to impossible to achieve all of the standards of optimal internal validity of an AR project:  

“As we suggested in the beginning it is probably not an achievable challenge ［…］ We know that our own 

research never fully satisfies the standards we have set.” (Eden and Huxham 2006: 403) 

 

The characteristics include i.e. pragmatism, history and context of the interventions, elaboration of a 

theory, and ability of being explained to and understood by others30. However unachievable; the 

characteristics of research-oriented AR to be logically build and explainable are overall in compliance 

with the truth criteria for the coherence theory applied to this thesis. Hence, a number of these 

characteristics will be imprinted in the current analysis will in order to do a holistic reliable piece of 

research of matching theory, empiric data, and methods for analyzing these interdependently.  

 

Furthermore, the discussion of research-oriented AR leads to a relevant methodological point about 

the difference in value of descriptive vs. prescriptive theory. One of the main purposes of AR is exactly 

for the researcher to develop theories detracted from the research so that (s)he avoids giving pure 

description of a case but contributes to a greater perspective of theory and/or conclusions. 

Nevertheless I agree with the authors’ point about descriptive solutions may function as prescriptive 

for the future, which is exactly the step an analysis needs to take to become valid and research 

oriented. Clarifications of prior acts undergoing a scientific analysis can lead to prescriptions for 

handling similar situations later on, even though this clarification may appear somewhat descriptive 

in other research traditions.  

 

4.4.1 Planning Action Research 
In order to avoid degrading to purely descriptive case studies an AR project needs a plan. When I 

delve into the ALL it is with the purpose of possibly changing something; to improve the 

organization of the OIS and through that the IPM that illustrates the project.  

 

                                                
29 Eden and Huxham 2006 
30 Eden and Huxham 2006 
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There are several versions of a plan for taking action during research31, here I present the stages 

included for this thesis:  

• Diagnosing an issue: identifying a problem 

Here; the problem is what is described as my area of concern in section 1.2 and explicitly 

questioned as the Main Research Question. 

• Action planning and executing: considering alternative courses of action 

Here; the documentation and modeling of a living lab to raise above traditional employee idea 

boxes are considered founded in innovation management literature and multiple stakeholders’ 

involvement. 

• Reflection on actions: deriving the newness of the actions 

Here; the identification of findings which lead to constituting new knowledge about the design of 

OIS and the setup of a living lab. Furthermore, what further research the conclusions may imply. 

 

It is important to understand that this approach does not review or analyze processes upon their 

actions as many traditional research projects. Although I attempt to interpret actions of the IMG 

during the project development, I also wish to lift this study to a second order perspective of critical 

analysis of the actions and decisions made, regardless who initiate them.  

 

These definitions encompass the goal of working with AR in this thesis; it is important to me that 

the analysis and conclusions can be used in the business life, while I also strive to produce new 

scientific conclusions by the combination of theories and literature and the specific case. The ALL is 

an obvious case to actively analyze and co-develop, aiming to create useful research with a social as 

well as industrial relevance. 

 

  

                                                
31 Checkland and Howell 2007; Eden and Huxham 2006; Kock 2004; Susman 1983 
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Chapter 5 

ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK 

Chapter overv iew: The purpose of setting up a framework for the analysis is to explain the 

theoretical background and to validate the empirical data collection for the OIS and the development 

of the ALL. The respectively theoretical and empirical frameworks are thus the outcome of the 

previous chapters on scope and methodology. Furthermore, it is the foundation for commencing the 

concrete analysis.  

 

5.1 Theoretical framework  
The theoretical foundation in open innovation and the living lab perspective leads to the placement 

of this thesis in the innovation management literature. A new way of involving users; multiple 

stakeholders initiating the processes; and an attempt to model both of these actions are what the 

thesis contributes with. 

 

5.1.1 Innovation Management – the Open Paradigm 
To understand the paradigm behind OIS, first a brief introduction to the evolvement from closed to 

open innovation. This shift of paradigm was explored by Chesbrough32 making a viable cause by basing 

his research on societal and business evolvement through the past approx. 120 years, though 

focusing on the time from the end of the Second World War until today. He explains the emergence 

of the closed paradigm by scientists’ beginning cooperation with commercial companies in order to 

financially support their experiments, while companies would benefit from scientific proof behind 

their developments and thus ground commercialization of these more solidly. Internal R&D 

departments of industrial research were created by attracting scientists and engineers from the 

universities to the companies, and R&D secrecy became a competitive asset to the corporate world33. 

This means that all research and development was centered and happened within the company; the 

resources to get there were mainly acquired through lifelong employment, and eventually it led to 

                                                
32 Chesbrough 2003b 
33 Chesbrough 2003b 
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scientists connected to companies receiving Nobel Prizes for their discoveries in industrial labs34 and 

also illustrating;  

“The logic underlying this approach to innovation was one of closed, centralized, internal R&D” (Chesbrough 

2003: 29) 

 

This also led to the ‘not-invented-here syndrome’35 which in its original form indicates the exact 

opposition of open innovation. However, today the syndrome is interpreted openly as in ‘no need to 

reinvent the wheel’ but in stead rely on external sources to do a job effectively. Product wise the 

open innovation paradigm embraces a higher modularity of products than closed innovation. This 

means that innovations in modules and components of products become more meaningful and 

important for competitive advantages. This will be further explained by the innovation typologies in 

sub-section 6.3.2, but for now this characteristic of open innovation is indeed useful for the 

reasoning of an ALL when designing the OIS and more detailed the IPM: What could be considered 

little innovations may have a larger effect on the outcome of the living lab approach to innovation.  

 

What causes this shift of paradigm and companies to open up their innovation and R&D processes 

to their external environment, Chesbrough explains mainly by social backgrounds such as an 

increasing welfare society which makes it easier to raise venture capital for small start-up companies 

with good, but maybe too controversial ideas. Chesbrough also suggests the increased mobility of 

skilled workers as an underlying reason36; employees no longer have to stay in the same job their 

entire carrier, in which of course immigration policies also played a role.  

 

Open innovations can come from- and go to market from both inside and outside organizational 

boundaries, according to West37 when organizations are:  

“…systematically encouraging and exploring a wide range of internal and external sources for innovation 

opportunities, consciously integrating that exploration with firm capabilities and resources, and broadly 

exploiting those opportunities through multiple channels” (West 2006: 316-317). 

 

                                                
34 IBM in 1972, 1973, 1986, 1987 (http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/biographies/featured.wss) 
Bell Labs in 1978  
Xerox in 2004 (http://www.internetnews.com/dev-news/article.php/3342511) 
35 Chesbrough 2003b 
36 Chesbrough 2003b 
37 West 2006 
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The knowledge flow thus changes dramatically to flow in open systems with no predetermined 

boundaries, what Chesbrough calls “the end of the knowledge monopolies” (Chesbrough 2006: 45).  

 
Figure 4: The knowledge landscape capturing in the Open Innovation paradigm. Knowledge flows between 
various companies, stakeholders, and markets38 
 

On this same note West39 states: 

“Open innovation models stress the importance of using a broad range of knowledge sources for a firm’s 

innovation and invention activities, including customers, rivals, academics and firms in unrelated industries…” 

(West and Gallagher 2006: 316) 

 

Let this be the setting for OIS in the present thesis when analyzing some classic thoughts and levels 

of innovation as studied in various industries and organizational settings in the next chapter. 

 

5.1.2 The Living Lab framework 
Living labs are most often set up for user-involvement in the development of Information 

Communication Technology (ICT) solutions and products40. As i.e. Kusiak41 has defined, innovation 

                                                
38 From Chesbrough 2003b: 44 
39 West and Gallagher 2006 
40 Følstad 2008; Ståhlbröst 2008 
41 Kusiak 2007 
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and technology are closely entangled, and thus a living lab approach is indeed useful for 

technological research, development and testing. Today information about the users is widely 

gathered in social media forums and other digital media, again connecting technology to innovation 

needs and ideas generated by users. 

 

Starting at the point of OIS and user-driven innovation in the introduction, a living lab is thus 

further a perspective on this that includes the user during the whole innovation process, both in the 

front- and the back-end of an innovation process. Compared to traditional testing of prototypes and 

re-development of products from users’ comments or reactions42, a living lab seeks to focus 

remarkably more on what innovation management literature calls ‘the fuzzy front-end’43 of the 

process including the idea collection phase. It does so by creating as real-world environments as 

possible to avoid taking out the user of its usual context and ask him/her to analyze it. In this way a 

living lab is the attempt of a new methodology to gain knowledge about users and get as true and 

immediate inputs as possible. Value is added when placing the user in the environment where the 

innovations are wished, as opposed to traditional questionnaires or interviews44. With an innovation 

model of a living lab, organizations aim to decrease the need for social or anthropological analysis of 

its users and their answers, by in stead creating these conditions before involving the users45. Thereby 

during the living lab experience the researcher becomes more of an observer than an analyst – 

because the analytical considerations are reduced to the acts of the everyday in a normal execution 

and with immediate inputs when the user is feeling for it. This way you avoid the somewhat forced 

circumstances of thinking of i.e. a focus group interview and the post context-analytical issues46. 

 

Despite Kusiak’s and other’s proposed close connection between living labs and technology, little 

research has been conducted on the process of using i.e. the software currently developed to 

facilitate, encourage and help innovation processes from idea generation to implementation. This 

means that the organizational culture- and structure aspects are poorly researched within the 

innovation perspective; as for example what changes and circumstances foster innovative success 

today? Innovation management tools and processes are usually tailored to a specific company type or 

industry, which leads to the relevance of a study of the multi-organizational context.  

                                                
42 Cooper 2008; von Hippel 2001 
43 I.e. Smith and Reinertsen 1997; Koen et al. 2001 
44 Følstad 2008; Ståhlbröst 2008; von Hippel 2001 
45 Almirall 2008; Ståhlbröst 2008 
46 Følstad 2008; Kusiak 2007; Ståhlbröst 2008 
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Although the concept of living labs is relatively new and only very recently discussed in the 

literature47, and the European Network of Living Labs was only founded in 200648, there are 

resembles with von Hippel’s idea of user toolkits for innovation, documented in 200149. Delegating 

need-related design and work from the producer to users has according to von Hippel two main 

benefits that are also supported in this thesis for the whole reasoning and explanation of involving 

the users in SAA’s innovation work: 1) The producer gets access to “sticky” user information and 2) 

the producer achieve faster, better, and cheaper “learning by doing”50.  

 

In relation to the current thesis, von Hippel’s Customer-Active Paradigm (CAP)51 from over 30 years 

ago is a great foundation for today’s living lab perspective on user-driven innovation. Several 

scholars have worked with the concept of requirement-driven innovation or need-based innovation52 

which set the user in focus of the processes related to innovation. More researchers agree that users 

may not have the perfect solution to a problem or a perfect new idea simply due to lack of 

imagination about what is non-existent53. It challenges von Hippel’s benefits mentioned above if; 

“…customers may only know what they have experienced and may have a limited frame of reference when 

suggesting innovative ideas.” (Kusiak 2007: 867) 

 

A physical platform for Kusiak’s note is in the living lab literature referred to as a ‘test-bed’54 where 

users are involved in a trial-and-error procedure. However, they do not contribute directly to the 

development of the product or service which is what the ALL is interested in. It is the studies on 

R&D’s influence on and connection with innovations that are the foundation of living labs55.  

 

Sensing, prototyping, validation and refining complex solutions in multiple and evolving real-life 

contexts are by Erikson et al.56 considered to be the core and strength of the living lab concept. A 

short description of the activities will be useful for the later design of an OIS: 

                                                
47 Kusiak 2007; Almirall 2008; Følstad 2008; Ståhlbröst 2008 
48 http://www.openlivinglabs.eu/about.html 
49 von Hippel 2001 
50 von Hippel 2001 
51 von Hippel 1978 
52 von Hippel 1978; von Hippel 2001; Kusiak 2007; Almirall 2008 
53 Kusiak 2007 
54 Følstad 2008 
55 Kusiak 2007 
56 Eriksson et al. 2005 
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Online development accounts the possibility of computer-generated testing of a process or service. The 

user is provided the innovative solution online i.e. by accessing a link posted by the ALL and 

attached to the solution suggestion, so that when the user enters the system (s)he is given access to 

the evaluation phase. It is only recommendable to do this sort of experimentation if the deliverable 

or solution in its final version is supposed to be two-dimensional as this interface is.  

 

Open platform could work as the setup as a pilot project. In this context an open platform means that; 

“…the Living Lab serves as a real-world environment for collaboration among stakeholders in the value 

chain…” (Følstad 2008: 101) 

 

In this case the innovation is tested in its real-life environment. If the innovation is a leaner process 

for passengers’ self-check-in, the solution may be installed at a number of the self-check-in stands at 

the airport.  

 

Prototyping refers to early-stage versions of a finished product to test if it satisfies the needs it seeks to 

cover with the users. They can either be visual for the aesthetic presentation of the end result, or 

functional to test the practices and functionalities57. In the present setting the users should have 

defined the need themselves, but as documented in the section of suggestion management, a 

submitted idea may have been re-formulated by the ALL staff into an underlying problem or need 

that the user did not identify him-/herself.  

 

Simulations of the innovation’s context can be facilitated for a direct test of the product, process or 

service innovation. In contrast to the ‘open platform’ experimentation this is not tested in real life 

but in a situation simulated to apply to the reality in which the innovation should be applied. 

 

Surveys in its traditional form of questionnaires or interviews with the users can be a good and rather 

easy way to test some innovations. It is expected that surveys should only be used however, if the 

innovation is fairly incremental and not radical at all. The more radical the innovation, the less the 

user is able to relate to questions about functionality, design, and development58, hence the less 

useful the outcome of the surveys.  

                                                
57 Baxter 1995; Von Hippel 2005 
58 Henderson and Clark 1990 
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Test-beds do per definition not qualify as a way of experimenting since this approach is used to test 

functionalities of new innovation and not to co-develop59. According to Følstad it is however a 

facility of several European living labs, and to the ALL it could be useful in some situations to be 

able to expose users to test-bed applications – at least as a final test of a serial experiment. But it 

should not be considered the main purpose of the ALL or the best way of validating innovations. 

 

A valid question rise when working with the technical aspect of setting up the ALL; what is the 

difference from a digital or online brainstorming tool – a traditional idea box as we know it from 

many work places decades back? Here, the living lab concept is applied to the project of 

implementing open innovation in order to increase the number of implemented ideas. This explains 

that the concept provides the means and circumstances to submit ideas, but in this non-technical 

side of the project focus is on the processing of these ideas in order to realize them: 

  
Figure 5: The goal for improvements when implementing the OIS processes 

 

5.1.3 Business Process Modeling Notation 
A practical theory related to the empirical case is the one of Business Process Modeling Notation 

(BPMN). This approach is used in the last part of the analysis where the case is directly influenced by 

                                                
59 Følstad 2008 
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changing the course of innovation processes around the ALL and the project group. BPMN thus 

becomes a tool for modeling these actions and is thereby of great relevance to the project.  

 

The BPMN program used for this purpose is called TIBCO Business Studio. It is chosen and 

provided by the ALL to its partners, mainly because of its user-friendliness and layout options. It 

provides a framework for flow-charts of a project or scenario which is useful when modeling the 

processes of the ALL. Using BPMN for the analysis also implies that the empirical foundation is 

created during the research due to producing some visual results. This aspect is further in line with the 

influence of the AR approach.  

 

5.3 Empirical framework 

5.3.1 Primary data 
Due to the multi-facet topic of the design of an OIS and implementation of open innovation processes in a 

multi-organizational context various types of data are used for this thesis. To answer the Main Research 

Question topics have been touched from the organization of work groups, practical processes, 

resources and strategies, technological system design and software tools, and theoretical management 

of innovation and social communication theories. 

 

Physically I have been located at the project manager’s office in Stockholm, Sweden, from where I 

have had easy access to all project data and contact information concerning the ALL. Informal 

conversations with the IMG have constituted the foundation of my introduction to the project. 

Formal sub-reports and academic articles presented at innovation conferences in Sweden and the 

Netherlands throughout 2008 have been a great help for my background knowledge as well as to 

narrowing down my research questions. I have participated in two formal IMG meetings from 

February to June 2009. My presence was mainly to observe the partners interact and try to develop 

process of innovation, however; my own theoretical background for the set-up and requirements for 

the living lab was also taken into consideration in contributing to the discussions in line with the AR 

approach. Furthermore, I have had access to all internal documents, group- and board meeting 

briefings and notes. 

 

Four in depth interviews have been conducted with representatives from the financial partners; SAS, 

LFV, and CSC individually for company specific insight about strategies and motivation to enter the 
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ALL project. The interviews have been voice recorded and was carried out in both Swedish and 

English by preference of the interviewee. Thus, in the analysis footnotes will indicate to the reader if 

a quote was originally in Swedish and has been translated. In that case the original quote will appear 

in the footnote. The interviewees are positioned at different levels in their respective organizations, 

but they are all involved as partners of the ALL60.  

 

5.3.2 Secondary data 
Appendix B presents a list of 46 innovation management software tools claiming to manage or 

support open innovation. The tools have been identified through RSS feeds and Google searches on 

word combinations of innovation; systems, software; openness, idea management; user-driven; 

involvement; and co-development. This search has been conducted in collaboration with the project 

manager in order to embrace the full range of products with relevance to the ALL. The tools have 

then been reviewed by information provided on their webpage, and few have been tested in beta- or 

demo versions for user-friendliness, layout inspiration, and variety of basic functions. 

 

Previous thesis work from Uppsala University has allowed me to review the results of the pilot 

project in 2008. Documentation of the IPM as developed by professor Kviselius from Stockholm 

Business School has also been available, however only for visualization of the model stages.  

 

                                                
60 Please see appendix A for interview details about interviewee positions, language, and date of interview 
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Chapter 6 

CHARACTERISTICS OF OIS 

Overview: This chapter reviews traditional aspects of the literature on innovation management in 

order to derive a definition of OIS applicable to the ALL project as a first step to answering the 

Main Research Question. The chapter thus functions as a foundation to place the current thesis in 

relation to previous studies and models to support innovation processes.  

 

6.1 A Model for Open Innovation 
Considerations of processes and models have evolved with and after the paradigm shift of 

innovation management. Some have even suggested different generations of innovation models to 

explain the development from the traditional basic thought of Input � Processing � Output to 

today’s focus on iterative innovation chains and process stages61.  

 

The former traditional approach is in the literature compared with a black box meaning that no 

attention was paid to the processes in this black box, but in stead everything was centered about 

inputs and outputs. It was the belief that input/output formed and determined innovations 

regardless of the processes62. The evolvement towards accounting the processes in between emerged 

with the scientific world becoming involved in innovation processes, and just as the previous 

explanation of the shift from closed to open innovation, this evolvement also opened up the black 

box of innovation modeling. This showed somewhat an interaction between science, technology and 

the market with a focus on technology as the driver for innovations.  Both push- and pull strategies 

were investigated; the technology pushing innovations into market, but also a recognition of the 

market demands pulling innovations from the technology. However, both of these approaches are 

thought of as sequential. They depict innovation from the applied science and manufacturing to the 

marketing and sales or the other way around, what is called linear or sequential models63.  

 

                                                
61 Fisher 1997; Hansen and Birkinshaw 2007; Marinova and Phillimore 2003; Rosenberg 1994 
62 Marinova and Phillimore 2003; Mowery and Rosenberg 1979 
63 Marinova and Phillimore 2003 
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Another linear model, though including more stages and one the most famous in innovation 

management literature is the classic idea-to-launch stage-gate model of innovation from the 1980’ies. 

It was originally describing linear processes and gates for managerial decision-making points: 

“It maps out what needs to be done, play by play, huddle by huddle – as well as how to do it – in order to win 

the game.” (Cooper 2008: 214) 

 

This is the bold purpose of Cooper’s model. Although the stage-gate model is designed with major 

product developments in mind64 its purpose seems similar to the intention of the IPM for the ALL. 

An analysis of the stage-gate model, the critique and evolvement of it is relevant because some 

resembles with Cooper’s work must be expected and it offers some valuable points which process 

wise are applicable to a living lab. 

 

It may seem simple, but in addition to the schemed model in figure 6 each stage contains three 

different processes. What Cooper calls ‘activities’ concern the project team gathering information 

about a project, an ‘integrated analysis’ synchronizes this data in order to submit the ‘deliverable’ of 

an integrated analysis to the decision making point; the gate. This suggests a rather detailed outline 

though not a specific template for how to act and manage innovations in new product development. 

A useful derivative from this theory is that these three repeatable processes (activities, integrated 

analysis and deliverables) make every stage cross-functional. This means that there is no stage where 

the R&D department is responsible alone, none where the marketing department is in charge etc65. 

That makes the whole model integrative although its level of speed is doubtful due to cross-

functionality. These critical points are challenging for applying the stage-gate to the ALL which is 

important to keep in mind: The living lab concept does not approve of complete closed process 

models66 as the stage-gate originally explicitly is defined by; 

“(1) a series of stages, where the project team undertakes the work ［…］ followed by (2) gates, where 

go/kill decisions are made to continue to invest in the project.” (Cooper 2008: 214) 

 

This indicates only internal involvement by a project team and a management level for decision 

making. Externalities are not mentioned in Cooper’s modeling and it is hence by no means 

concerned with open- or user-driven innovation. However, from studies of companies’ progress over 

                                                
64 Cooper 2008 
65 Cooper 2008 
66 Please see chapter 7 
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the years and in response to the critical interpretations by scholars of its time as a rather rigid and 

static approach67, Cooper has made a defense of the stage-gate model where it also allows iteration 

and feedback loops which he claims make the model non-linear.  

 

6.1.1 Revision of the Stage-Gate Model 
 

 
Figure 6: The stage-gate model as re-developed by Cooper68 in response to scholars criticizing it in being too 
static, closed, and sequential. 
 

Spirals in figure 6 are added to actually involve users in the process already from building a business 

case to 2nd stage’s validation of the prototypes and tests at stage 4. The spirals between the developer 

and the users are to illustrate a more flexible and adaptable model of processes where externalities 

are able to execute influence. This should according to Cooper make the stage-gate model able to 

accommodate open innovation69.  

 

With the fluency, adaptability and flexibility that Cooper insists the model works with today, it 

appears to be a radical shift from a closed approach to openness of the model rather than 

modifications to make a next-generation process model. It is reasonable to believe that such a shift 

may require a softer bridge to involve the users. A critique of the stage-gate is of its rather early 

freezing of a concept which definitely is not the intention of the IPM for the ALL. Killing ideas too 

early in stead of letting them progress and possibly further develop is often a costly matter because 

                                                
67 Iansiti and MacCormack 1995; McGrath and MacMillan 1995; Terwiesch et al. 2002 
68 Cooper 2008: 225 
69 Cooper 2008 
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of the concurrent development phases and possible breaks70. With the ALL we wish to overcome 

this critical point by designing a system where ideas are ensured survival as soon as they are 

submitted and avoid the managerial go/kill decision processes so widely discussed in the literature. 

The organization of the OIS should ensure this, which is what the following chapters will analyze. 

 

Furthermore, the revision of the stage-gate model is following the increasing questioning of the 

sequential innovation model leading to an approach of the sub-division of processes into different 

stages interacting with each other71. This flexibility in innovation modeling recognizes ideas to 

possibly occur at later stages due to infringement or feedback from i.e. the manufacturing or testing 

stages. Iterative processes allow innovation teams or managers to go back to previous stages of the 

over-all innovation model to revise steps taken and recognize possible new ideas emerged from an 

experimentation phase. With this approach modeling innovation processes begin, as the 

development keeps moving towards opening up the stages towards the external environment, 

including externalities in strategic alliances, innovation networks and living labs. Where we are today 

is in such an interactive, iterative, and inter-connected system of processes that it is challenging to 

even model it. As Marinova and Phillimore state; 

“Every model is intrinsically a simplification of reality and as a rule omits the myriad details which make every 

innovation case so unique in its success of failure.” (Marinova and Phillimore 2003: 51) 

 

When the purpose of this thesis is to do so however, it is to thereby contribute to the suggestions of 

reality simplifications by designing an IPM in a constructed reality. The hope is to at least make it 

easier for similar project groups working with open- and user-driven innovation within the airport 

industry. But of course the flexible models for innovation have their challenges, too. Terwiesch et al. 

suggest parallel work to decrease the early killing of ideas, but this will in practice raise the 

development costs. Iterative models are risky for leading to rework of the expected outcome of an 

idea which is costly as well as delaying the process. It is a balance that is challenging to capture, but 

we will not let it stay untried.  

 

This introduction to the open innovation paradigm and the development of the classic process 

model leads us from the theoretical background of the thesis to proceed to an analysis of the 

                                                
70 Iansiti and MacCormack 1995; Terwiesch et al. 2002; Cooper 2008 
71 Marinova and Phillimore 2003; Terwiesch et al. 2002 
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literature within this topic. The conclusion should reveal what the innovation framework can help us 

deduct of characteristics for OIS and how the ALL project is embedded in one such.  

 

6.2 Classics from the Innovation Management literature 
As much other management literature, the theories developed in the innovation field have different 

focus points, views, and areas of concern which makes it relevant to pinpoint the review criteria for 

the ALL purpose. Changing the focus from the overall innovation model to concern the 

management challenges, it is relevant to categorize the types of innovations considered in the 

literature. The aim is to direct and guide the design of a setting for implementable processes in the 

ALL by placing the project’s identity in studies of innovation. 

 

6.2.1 TLC and a Dominant Design 
As part of the answer to the question regarding implementable process design is here introduced one 

of the earliest concepts of innovation literature that cannot be ignored when working with 

innovation strategy; the technology life cycle (TLC)72. The label of the model indicates the focus on 

time on technology as the main drivers for innovation in line with the above historical explanation. 

The reader ought to be aware though not to mistake this for only being useful for analyzing 

technological products; the TLC is useful in the current case as well despite not being concerned 

with the technology supporting the ALL. The processes of the thesis scope are still framed in 

technologies that enable the living lab concept.  

 

An innovation’s TLC, in the literature also called the S-curve, describes its placement and maturity in 

the market defined from the axis of level of innovation and stage of development, in figure 8 

indicated by respectively Performance and Time.  

                                                
72 Utterback and Abernathy 1978 
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Figure 7: Illustration of the Technology Life Cycle and the occurrence of a Dominant Design73 

 

The lateral line through the TLC curve symbolizes the occurrence of a dominant design of an 

innovation and divides the curve into a pre- and post pragmatic design competition or 

uncoordinated vs. systemic process74. The concept of a dominant design determining the market 

during a TLC emerged in the 1970’ies from Utterback and Abernathy’s research on patterns within 

industrial innovation75. In non-specific innovations scholars distinguish between process- and 

product innovation in the overall innovation cycles76. For the ALL both a product (a software tool) 

and a process (to be modeled for synchronized innovation handling) is being researched, which is 

interesting in the light of Utterback and Abernathy well as Teece’s studies as they all find slightly 

opposing curves for these two purposes. Teece i.e. explains the different curves by saying that; 

“Once a dominant design emerges, competition shifts to price and away from design. Competitive success 

then shifts to a whole new set of variables. Scale and learning become much more important, and specialized 

capital gets deployed as incumbents seek to lower unit costs through exploiting economies of scale and 

learning.” (Teece 1986: 288) 

 

The TLC is only relevant in this case because one of the ALL partners wanted to start a new TLC 

curve. However, that is an individual project that should not be confused with establishing a living 

lab. For the technology needed in this case the design competition for useful tools have already 

flourished and several software products are available77. Applying the ALL to this model therefore 

discovers discrepancy between the overall purpose of the project and partly individual goals set by 

                                                
73 Illustrated from Murmann and Frenken 2006; Teece 1986; Utterback and Abernathy 1975 
74 Teece 1986; Utterback and Abernathy 1975 
75 Utterback and Abernathy 1978 
76 Utterback and Abernathy 1975 
77 Please see section 7.2 for an analysis of OIS software 
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the partners. In that case the attempts to establish a living lab are working against each other from a 

theoretical point of view despite any expressed mutual goal. This is undesirable because it may lead 

to mixed or even lack of control of the project and the execution of the ALL. From this we see an 

organizational obstacle that we will later get back to; multiple interests lead to multiple focus and 

multiple starting points when the partners approach a model for the ALL. 

 

6.2.2 Typologies and Levels of Innovation 
More nuanced models of a market oriented approach are later developed for categorizing 

innovations into different types and levels. This knowledge can be used for innovation analysis to 

break down activities of an innovation, and for organizational analysis of strategy and market 

positioning. Division by type is most often used to analyze innovations regardless of the dominant 

design discussion and thus brings about another lens for observing and interpreting how 

organizations work with innovation. In the ALL case, categorization by the models analyzed below 

will clarify what newness it brings about; where the project as a whole can learn and benefit from 

others, where it contributes to the field, and where the processes need to be completely re-invented 

for this project.  

 

Some innovation management scholars focus on categorizing innovation into groups according to 

the level of innovation and the influence it has on users. Similar for the innovation categorizations by 

type is the definition in relation to the changes from the current situation as wells as the changes it 

brings to the market. An example of a category matrix is given by Assink78 and describes the 

innovation’s placement in the market of the inventor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
78 Assink 2006 
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Figure 8: Innovation application space according to the change of a situation and what it offers the users79 

 

The matrix is developed to help managers consciously reflect on placements in the decision making 

process of whether an idea is worth proceeding with and if the risk of a ‘game-changing’ innovation 

will gain the company anything. This suggestion defines innovations from the changes made to the 

product, process, or service combined with the changes of industry or market appearance. The ALL 

as a project is placed in the box of disruptive technologies: the processes evolving in the living lab are 

new to the partners and the desire is to generate new technologies, processes, or products, while the 

market it approaches is the current; the one of an airport. This environment is already including so 

many service industries; fast-moving consumer goods, clothing, high-end fashion, security 

technology, technology by check-in desks that it is unlikely to enter a completely new market as i.e. 

the automotive. The ALL has so far worked as expecting breakthrough innovations, but this is not 

possible when approaching the same market. Disruptive technologies are further explained as: 

“A successfully exploited radical new product, process, or concept that significantly transforms the demand 

and needs of an existing market or industry, disrupts its former key players and creates whole new business 

practices or markets with significant societal impact.” (Assink 2006: 218) 

 

According to this theory, large companies often fail to do this type of innovations which is explained 

by the adoption of well-known habits, an already successful product design, a secure market and a 

risk-adverse climate in organizations that do not consciously focus on innovation80. The ALL aims to 

fight this reasoning by having several large partners put their forces and risks together in a joint 

smaller unity to focus specifically on innovation and on their common denominator; the users of an 

airport81.  

 

Another framework for innovation types at a slightly different level is suggested by Henderson and 

Clark in 1990; a categorization based on the changes made in linkages between concepts and 

components and the changes made to the core concept of the product, process or service. 

                                                
79 Illustrated from Assink 2006 
80 Assink 2006 
81 Please see chapter 2.0 about the Background of the project 
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Figure 9: Framework for defining innovations82 

 

It is valuable when working with innovation management to clarify where in this matrix the 

innovation project is placed in order to avoid invasion of competitors83. In Henderson and Clark’s 

suggestion a product design consists of a core concept, x number of components also seen as 

modules to support and define the core concept, and y number of interfaces between the modules 

and the core technology. The changes between these linkages are often difficult to notice amongst 

competitors, which is why the Architectural and Radical innovations are that much more important 

to focus on and be aware of. This indicates that these innovation types could be where the biggest 

financial revenue may be, and if these fit the setup of the ALL the project have great potential to 

deliver a new product to the airport industry, which again focus on the results of the living lab, not 

the OIS.  

 

This literature review shows some theoretical implications of the placement of the ALL as 

innovation project that will be helpful for the design of an OIS and the IPM. The analyzed models or 

theories are primarily useful to depict innovations or ideas individually as they emerge and they can 

provide good tactical reason for actions. But what the stages and gates, levels and typologies are not 

explicitly concerned about is the multiple project owners and the frictions this may cause to 

innovation processes. A living lab is a suggested attempt to map out the innovation process and 

place the user-involvement explicitly in the models of innovation management, which makes this 

study relevant. 

 

                                                
82 Illustrated from Henderson and Clark 1990 
83 Henderson and Clark 1990 
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6.3 Innovation and Systems 
Before delving further into the innovation management literature this section refers to the 

explanation of the term systems used in this thesis made in the sub-section of conceptual clarifications. 

In the following several directions and areas of multiple scholars’ rather broad definition of IS are 

taken into account.  

 

A well-studied interpretation is found in theory of national IS. Nelson has edited a book of 

comparative analysis of nationalities’ innovation conditions mainly derived from economic 

performance, education, and the role of governments in various countries84. With increasing 

internationalization already for the past twenty years, the motivation of the studies was to verify if 

the concept of national systems even makes sense. The conclusion made by Nelson is that IS can be 

defined sectoral, but still within countries pervaded by national heritage and politics. However, he 

concludes; 

“It is also safe to say that differences across firms stamped into them by national policies, histories, and 

cultures will diminish in importance.” (Nelson 1993: 518) 

 

In this same area but expressing a different opinion, Freeman has done severe research within 

continental-, national-, and sub-national IS85 and he states that; 

“Their importance derives from the networks of relationships which are necessary for any firm to innovate.” 

(Freeman 1995: 5) 

 

The system evolvement and development in this research is thus determined by national borders, 

assuming these to foster somewhat ‘natural’ networks which are said to be crucial in order to act 

innovative, according to Freeman. Other research like the one of Nelson’s above, prove innovative 

relationships to be diminishing and increasingly fluent. It is not possible to defend a multi-national 

and cross-political organization as the SAA as being influenced purely by national history or culture 

of Sweden. Therefore, the definitions of IS to be geographically defined from the available national 

conditions do not apply to this project if to any. According to Nelson one would probably at least 

have to include a sectoral aspect as well considering countries’ natural resources86.  

 

                                                
84 Nelson 1993 
85 I.e. Freeman 1988; Freeman 1995; Freeman 2002 
86 Nelson 1993 
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Sectoral definitions of IS are found within studies of regions and industries, also called clusters. Such 

an approach is taken by Cooke87 in a study of biotechnology clusters as an example of regional, 

sectoral IS, and could be exemplified by an IT cluster as Silicon Valley. Breschi and Malerba 

88specifically define sectoral IS as; 

“…that system (group) of firms active in developing and making a sector’s products and in generating and 

utilizing a sector’s technologies…” (Breschi and Malerba 1997: 131) 

 

This definition makes an important addition to the previous definitions because Breschi and Malerba 

here indicate an IS of various actors and entities – but in stead of being industry specific and 

conducted by geographic boundaries, they define a sectoral system consisting of entities that 

contribute to the entire innovation chain that pertain a sector. So, where the geographical definitions 

focus on the similarities within a (national) IS, the sectoral definition symbolizes the ALL project by 

focusing on an integration of different activities and contributors to an innovation chain of 

processes.  

 

A dynamic addition is later made by Malerba; 

“Over time existing sectoral systems undergo process of change and transformation through the co-evolution 

of their various elements, and new sectoral systems may emerge.” (Malerba 2004: 16) 

 

There is both a historical- and future time perspective in this quote, and a present dynamic indication 

that innovation may foster new innovation which is in line with the AR approach; discoveries during 

the processes that may lead the project in new directions are recognized. Furthermore it is a useful 

notation for the considerations of a living lab that focuses on user-driven innovation. Ideas from one 

user may generate creative and new solutions or ideas that can form new connections between 

entities and hence form a new sectoral IS.  

 

Katz suggests a completely different definition of IS, although he still focuses on geography in terms 

of regional and national IS. He claims however: 

“An IS is a social construct. Its character emerges from the interactions between its members and the 

members of other systems.” (Katz 2006: 897) 

 

                                                
87 Cooke 2002 
88 Breschi and Malerba 1997 
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Social systems and regulative systems determine the rules of the IS, Katz suggest89. Although his 

purpose is not to define IS, but to outline indicators of how to measure innovation from processes 

within complex systems, he nevertheless uses the above definition for this work. From studies of the 

above mentioned and other geographical IS focusing on institutions collaborating, how different 

countries innovate, and the role of national governments in innovation90, Marinova and Phillimore 

conquer with Katz and say about IS:  

“The most important feature of this set is its interconnectedness, the way the various elements interact” 

(Marinova and Phillimore 2003: 48) 

 

To the present research these two definitions contribute with a social, interactive approach 

respectively emphasizing the importance of ‘being a member’ of a system and interaction within a 

system. This takes away the focus of geographical division and leads towards a social communicative 

definition of IS in their concern about interaction between elements within the system. Elements 

count not only actors, but also i.e. the physical surroundings for the IS, or the technologies. For the 

ALL project this latter definition comes closest to embedding the multi-organizational- and 

technology aspect. However, neither Marinova and Phillimore, nor any other authors in the field 

include openness in their suggestions for IS definitions. When something is included in a system it 

determines that other things are excluded. The determinants for inclusion become the interesting 

factor then, when aiming to design an OIS. What are the criteria for membership when an IS should 

be considered open? This is possibly the dilemma scholars get stuck in when neglecting definitions 

of OIS. 

 

6.3.1 Defining an OIS 
Taking the connected definitions a step further, an aspect of the system thought from the complex 

theory of social systems is included. Social systems are organized elements of actors or entities in 

relation to each other at a society-, organization-, and individual level91 depending on and determined 

by the eyes that see, hence the constructivist epistemology of the research92. According to Luhmann, 

social systems operate from the point of communication and it is defined by the boundaries of the 

system itself and its environment like Marinova and Phillimore and Katz scarcely indicate. 

                                                
89 Katz 2006 
90 I.e. Freeman 1991; Metcalfe 1995; Nelson 2000 
91 Baumgartner 1986; Luhmann 1995 
92 Please see section 4.3: Epistemology – ‘What is knowledge?’ 
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Everything of a system is communication and can be systemized in some way because the systems 

are self-referential and self-sustaining. In this way systems reduce chaos of an external environment 

by only selecting a limited amount of all available information outside itself93. This is of course both 

the purpose and the case of the ALL as well as any other system in this optic. Hence, a system sets 

boundaries for what is communicated and acted upon, which also means boundaries for what can be 

observed. When we here work with OIS it refers to the openness of the innovation processes, and 

do not jeopardize a leak in the system functionality. From these considerations the OIS definition for 

this thesis is;  

 

 

 

 

 

Even though there is always an environment that make the system recursive, a user-driven living lab 

will not have any initial membership codex for inclusion in the system, which is why this definition 

encompasses the aspect of openness and pinpoint an OIS.  

 

6.4 Summary 
As sequential models of innovation and idea management can be considered too ignorant of 

evolving ideas, iterative processes seek to avoid too early managerial go/kill decisions of ideas. This 

is why the ALL wishes to include externalities and establish a user-driven living lab.  

 

With help from the theory of TLC two diverse innovation cycles in the ALL project have been 

identified: A process innovation in the attempt of making a model (IPM) for synchronized 

innovation handling, and a product innovation in the attempt of creating a software tool to support 

this model and the living lab establishment. This indicates somewhat overall opposing goals for the 

ALL amongst the partners. Thus this analysis provides a theoretical answer to some collaboration 

issues that indubitably relates to the process design and adverse them to be implementable.  

 

A definition of OIS has been deducted for this thesis founded in theoretical as well as empirical 

studies. This defines the framework in which the ALL operates.  

                                                
93 Luhmann 1995 

Conditions for innovations to emerge from inside as well as outside the boundaries of a system that 
operates by multiple actors and technologies, and where inclusion and exclusion are selected by 

externalities and not an internal observer. Hence; OIS is a when innovation is systematized in an open 
context of non-exclusion. 
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The ALL wishes to generate disruptive innovations by having several large partners put their forces 

and risks together in a joint smaller unity to focus specifically on innovation and on their common 

denominator; the users of an airport94. Hence, the joint forces are meant to create a stronger unified 

player; not to synchronize three large companies’ habits, which is very unlikely to succeed but in 

stead result in negotiated settlements or incremental innovations and adjustments. This point is 

important to keep in mind throughout the further analysis, and on this note we shall continue to an 

elaboration.  

 

                                                
94 Please see chapter 2.0 about the Background of the project 
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Chapter 7 

A MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDER ENVIRONMENT 

Overview:  The chapter analyzes the consequences of involving users in the innovation processes and 

the switch in level of control that is likely to occur when several parties collaborate. This discussion 

aims to capture characteristics of multiple stakeholders in an OIS and what this dimension adds to 

the communication flow and system. Furthermore, a review of software tools generally referred to as 

OIS is conducted and useful for the development of processes in an OIS. Theoretically developed 

models and pragmatic case examples will be discussed illustrating organizations opening up their 

innovation processes to compare this work with the expectations and purpose of the present 

empirical case.  

 

7.1 User-driven Innovation 

The previous chapter defined OIS from the innovation management literature, and in this chapter 

we take a closer view at two aspects of the OIS related to the ALL: 1) User-driven innovation and 

the multi-organizational context; resulting in b) a focus on making the environment for this 

particular OIS sustainable by forming a living lab and a model to support this. 

 

In line with the definition of users in this project supported by von Hippel95 and stated in the 

introduction, users are in this sense semantically also referred to in the literature as customers, clients 

or end-users. Users are also acknowledged as actors at different stages of a development process96 so 

that semiconductors, vendors and actual end-users all have different needs and requirements to an 

innovation.  

 

Scholars of the relationship between users and producers as we will call the parties here have evolved 

in two different directions regarding the benefits of interaction between these parties. The 

positioning discussions are on whether users are of great help to producers or only confuse, delay, 

and complicate the innovation- and production phases. More specifically it is actually a matter of the 

question if a crowd of consumers – meaning a mass from which a company profit – are considered 

                                                
95 von Hippel 2005 
96 Jonasson 2007; Land and Hirschheim 1983; von Hippel 2001 
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trustworthy or untrustworthy in their knowledge about products and processes; a discussion that 

deserves attention when deciding to work with user-driven innovation. 

 

7.1.1 Reliability of Users 
Early examples of unreliable users from the nineteenth century are given by great thinkers as 

MacKay who concluded that a crowd does not know anything97. From that same period is Thoreau 

claiming that a crowd never will live up to the standards of its best member; hence follow the lowest 

common denominator98 which obviously never is favorable to producers. These two examples are 

concerned about the psychology of users and masses in collaboration that are applicable to the 

business life. Some more recent examples are found in the business publishing Fortune Magazine in 

1995: 

“A growing number of companies and consultants now believe that it’s time to start ignoring the customer.” 

(Martin 1995: 121) 

 

This reference is directly connected to the business life, and the academic world has agreed to give 

less devotion to users’ opinion and input when developing new products and services. Christensen99 

argues with the concept of ‘the innovator’s dilemma’ that both great successes and great failures of 

companies relate to the same fact of listening and responding to their customers’ desires:  

“Blindly following the maxim that good managers should keep close to their customers can sometimes be a 

fatal mistake.” (Christensen 1997: 4) 

 

Christensen’s research is founded around the disk drive industry and how customers’ opinion affects 

the outcome and success rate in respectively disruptive and sustainable innovations. He explains how 

some manufacturers can be locked down and captured by users who do not know what they want 

for next-generation products or processes100. Users may not be aware of the necessary tradeoffs 

when developing a product or process according to their needs and wishes and these can only be 

visualized explained by trial-and-error. An example by Christensen is; 

“…customers were willing to accept lower capacities and higher costs per megabyte to get lighter weight, 

greater ruggedness, and lower power consumption.” (Christensen 1997: 20) 

  

                                                
97 MacKay 1846 
98 Thoreau 1838 
99 Christensen 1997 
100 Christensen 1997 
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In line with this point, perhaps an even more explicit example of a reserved view on users’ 

knowledge and trustworthiness is discovered recently by Coyne et al.101:  

“Whenever an organization embarks on a journey to come up with a big, new idea, someone inevitably 

declares, ‘We should ask the customer, because customers aren’t stupid, you know.’ ［…］ However, they 

can rarely tell you whether they need or want a product that they have never seen or imagined.” (Coyne et al. 

2007: 72) 

 

This concern about the users’ reliability is of course valid. If users do not know what they have to 

give up in order to get a certain wish or idea fulfilled, they may be considered to wanting their wish 

or idea on a false basis. Imagine for instance, if users in the ALL express a need and support for 

luggage pick-up directly from the airplane when they arrive in order to safe time and decrease the 

work in the link of baggage handling. A solution for this innovative may be found, but if it is at the 

expense of i.e. the efficiency of flight time schedules because of the luggage loading procedures 

lengthened time, the original suggestion of self-handling of personal baggage directly from the plane 

may not have obtained much popularity amongst the users. Hence, if the products or services 

influenced by an innovative suggestion are not clear to the users, there is a risk of misleading results 

from letting the users lead the innovation strategy. As Christensen states102; this could lead to fatal 

and very expensive trial-and-error scenarios for the ALL partners. He makes a point leading towards 

more central control and less crowd-sourcing.  

 

The requirements from users and the details of information they ought to provide the producers are 

studied by i.e. Jonasson103 who state that it is definitely true that users’ competencies must be 

carefully considered when involving them in innovation processes. Safeguards to avoid that they 

mislead and limit innovation success as Christensen was concerned about104 should be taken. 

Furthermore Jonasson concludes; 

“…it is also true that many times the customers do not know what they want, do not want to be involved with 

the development process, and should not have to be involved.” (Jonasson 2008: 110) 

 

However, as the theoretical framework of the living lab concept has explained, it is exactly the 

purpose of a living lab to avoid the blind spots of the users and decrease the risk of misleading 

                                                
101 Coyne et al. 2007 
102 Christensen 1997 
103 Jonasson 2008 
104 Christensen 1997 
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results. In relation to Jonasson, living labs only involve users on their own initiative and appeal to 

their entrepreneurial skills and desires. 

 

On the opposite side of these arguments of not relying on users in your innovation strategy, von 

Hippel has in several of his publications on users and innovation from decades back and in recent 

time supported the involvement of users in new product-, process-, or service development105. 

Already in 1978 he introduced the previously mentioned CAP as an opponent to the traditional 

market- and consumer research methods of focus groups and questionnaires, making the 

manufacturer the most active party in consumer-need research. This ‘manufacturer-active paradigm’ 

(MAP)106, von Hippel argues to have a poor match to the requirements of industrial product idea 

generation. In the conclusion on this research he claims to be the only scholar amongst his 

colleagues in the innovation management field to support the users’ role all the way to the stage of 

complete product design107. That makes him a core theoretical foundation for the business belief in 

user-driven innovation that we use as background support but also for critical perspective in the 

current analysis and design of an OIS. This view; the credibility given to users is what will be 

supported in this thesis in light of the open innovation paradigm of innovation processes. Bower and 

Christensen have earlier explained this approach with the following reasoning that supports the 

project of the ALL: 

“Although most managers like to think they are in control, customers wield extraordinary power in directing a 

company’s investments.” (Bower and Christensen 1995: 43) 

 

Here we lean upon the belief of involving the users and the design of a living lab perspective as a 

way to do so. Allow me to make a last explanatory point about this approach derived from Teece’s 

research on who benefits from innovations108:  

                                                
105 von Hippel 1978; von Hippel 2001; von Hippel 2005 
106 von Hippel 1978 
107 Scholars purely dedicated to the MAP are mentioned to be Berger and Boyden, while user-involvement in later stages 
up until the development of product functional specifications are covered by Meadows, Peplow, Utterback, and 
Robinson et al. (von Hippel 1978: 43) 
108 Teece 1986 
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Figure 10: The share of profits on innovations109 

 

Teece thus studies the reasons for innovators to benefit relatively little of their own ideas compared 

to other actors influencing or influenced by their innovation. Figure 11 shows the relation between 

the innovators and the customers, suppliers, and imitators of the innovation. The users will clearly 

benefit the most according to Teece. His research has shown three factors that should be in place in 

order to profit from innovation in the way the ALL and any organization would wish, which he calls; 

“…three fundamental building blocks must first be put in place: the appropriability regime, complementary 

assets, and the dominant design paradigm.” (Teece 1986: 286) 

 

These three blocks respectively refer to the nature of technology required for an innovation and the 

protection of this, i.e. if it is protected from imitators by patents or tacit knowledge; the service 

around the innovation which is mostly needed for the commercialization of the innovation; and 

finally the dominant design paradigm according to Teece refers to what level innovators compete on 

– on product- or process innovation110. When innovations seem to be most beneficial to the users, 

the ALL can be designed to follow a strategy of ‘outsourcing’ the innovator role to its users and thus 

itself become more of a user of the ideas and innovations emerged in the living lab. According to this 

theory and method, the ALL will then benefit more from innovations by involving its users than it 

would from innovations by individual stakeholders of SAA.  

 

                                                
109 Illustrated from Teece 1986: 286 
110 Teece 1986 
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7.1.2 Asking the Crowd of Users 
Crowd-sourcing is a word emerged in business life over the past decade mainly directly referred to in 

journals and online blogs of management, technology and marketing111. Although not much theory 

uses the exact term ‘crowd-sourcing’ it is a phenomenon with trajectories in much open innovation 

literature. In stead of outsourcing areas of your business to your specific dealer, subcontractor or 

partner, crowd-sourcing means openness to a larger, often public group, fixed or not, and which is 

not pre-determined with respects to business competencies and specialization112. Hence, you 

outsource some activity to a crowd. The expectation is that this will bring about original input that 

probably would not have been submitted from your traditional provider or partner due to its 

business specialization and methods. As is the case with the ALL and the crowd-sourcing and user-

involvement is exactly what the project proposal focus on. The diversity of actors in an airport with 

their various interests and expertise founds the necessity for an open source and platform of action 

and recognition of what people know. An example of beneficial user-involvement is given for IT 

systems: 

“Concerning IT systems this would be the end-users; employees or customers, and to take the operation of 

the airport into the next generation, it is desirable to find out how these groups can contribute to process 

improvements”113 (ALL Reviderad projektbeskrivning: 3) 

  

Suroweicki has collected and built upon various studies of crowds from the sociology- and economic 

fields and written the book ‘The Wisdom of Crowds’114. The main argument Suroweicki supports is; 

“Chasing the expert is a mistake (and a costly one at that). We should stop hunting and in stead ask the 

crowd［…］ Chances are, it knows.” (Surowiecki 2004: 15) 

 

At this point the focus changes from the user-involvement in the idea generation stage discussed 

above, to the one concerning solution management. Despite the above criticism of users’ knowledge, 

reliability and trustworthiness, Surowiecki gives several examples of how collaborative work can lead 

to especially greater solutions. 

“Collaboration makes it easier for scientists to work on interdisciplinary problems – which happen to be 

among today’s most important and interesting scientific problems.” (Surowiecki 2004: 162) 

                                                
111 I.e. Wired Magazine; First Monday; Open Innovators; BusinessWeek 
112 Suroweicki 2004; von Hippel 2001 
113 The author’s translation from Swedish: ”När det handler om IT-system så är det slutanvändarna av systemen, met må 
vara personel eller kunder, och något som i dagsläget är önskvärt för att kunna ta flygplatshandteringen in i nästa 
generation är att se over hur dessa kan medverka i dessa forbätringsprocesser.” 
114 Suroweicki 2004 
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This example is in relation to collaboration between medical scientists in several countries initiated 

by WHO to find the bacteria and virus causing the epidemic disease known as SARS in 2003.  

 

The ALL faces crowd-sourcing opportunities in idea management stages as well as in the stages of 

product, process or service development. This is what is supposed to make the project a complete 

and holistic user-driven, open innovation system. Surowiecki suggests four conditions that make a 

crowd wise: 1) diversity of opinion, 2) individual independence, 3) decentralization and 4) 

aggregation to make private opinions a public decision115. In the cases of a group satisfying these four 

conditions, its collective judgment is likely to be accurate, because the world’s collective brain offers 

a nearly complete picture of the world116. These prerequisites appear to all be present in an airport 

crowd so according to this theory it is reasonable to believe that this crowd is wise. In this light the 

crowd at SAA is likely to know and communicate what it needs and the users’ needs and innovations 

are probable to be an overall success.  

 

7.1.3 The Additional Dimension: Multiple Stakeholders 
The multiple-stakeholder environment is a scarcely researched aspect of the current OIS literature, 

and it is an underlying assumption of this research that there will be some differences in the 

processes when multiple partners are collaborating about the organization and management of an 

OIS. As the chapters above have explained there are naturally several stakeholders involved with 

living labs and hence the ALL project. Users are proven to be involved in this openly innovative 

attempt to create wisdom of crowds with any relation to SAA.  

 

Multiple stakeholders however do not only refer to the rather well discussed relation between a user 

and a producer. Following the failed pilot project in 2008117 the organizational issues of the 

innovation processes are the core of the OIS and a tool set for managing the ideas in an open source 

platform became central. Previous studies of innovation and NPD have been concerned with single 

actors of the user-producer relationship or with connections to individual product- and technology 

                                                
115 Suroweicki 2004 
116 Suroweicki 2004 
117 See chapter 2 about the project background 
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life cycles118. Therefore we now seek to design the OIS with foundation in these analyzed theoretical 

considerations from innovation management.  

 

The multiple project owners with stakes in the project add an aspect of connecting unrelated 

industries, distinguishing this work with user-driven innovation from previous models. Fostering 

ideas and inputs from other industries and business areas than the most obvious to solve a problem 

or implement an innovation is what this living lab aims to do which also brings about new 

perspectives to the user-driven innovation field. This goal also raises a risk of a fragmented 

collaboration between several producers when they furthermore deal with a motley user crowd. In 

line with the point from previous chapter’s conclusion; the aim of strengthening the joint 

organization; the ALL is challenged also according to the theories on user-involvement due to the 

multi-producer / multi-user relation. However, the way the ALL seeks to overcome this challenge is 

through an IPM founded in a software tool to generate and manage the users as their common 

denominator. Thus, a review of options for this common platform is relevant in relation to 

collaboration between the stakeholders.  

 

7.2 Review of OIS Software 
A review of software and functionalities supporting or claiming to support OIS is relevant to the 

project because the ALL is founded around such a tool. This is the living lab substance that the 

partners aim to collaborate about; hence the success in doing so will determine the success of the 

OIS in this case. Furthermore, this section of the analysis contributes to the diagnosis of issues 

within the ALL that the current research acts on to improve in line with the AR approach.  

 

An analysis of the 46 software tools119 has contributed to gaining knowledge about what is practically 

and currently being done in the field of open- and user-driven innovation. The review has also given 

inputs as to what functions software tool for managing user-driven innovation should definitely 

contain with regards to processes and functionalities.  

 

For the pilot study in November 2008, CSC Sweden and the idea management company Imaginatik 

co-developed a Linux based software tool to be used in the ALL called ‘ArlandaIdeaTorrent’. 

                                                
118 I.e. Utterback and Abernathy 1975; Håkansson 1987; Henderson and Clark 1990; Ritter and Gemünden 2003 
119 Please see Appendix B for full list of the analyzed software tools 
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According to the evaluation of Work Package 2 the system did not work satisfactory with regards to 

the expected functions which affected the tests and initially the entire pilot project’s results120. These 

have been evaluated elsewhere and this analysis has been concerned with the thorough review of 

other OIS software tools that followed the rather poor results in order to improve the functionalities 

for the ALL purpose and scope. 

 

When this thesis also pays attention to the software tool it is because of its place in the organization 

of the OIS as the platform for synchronizing business, expectations and competences of the ALL 

partners. The following sub-section will explain why this is of importance when analyzing the 

multiple stakeholder aspect. 

 

7.2.1 Analysis of functionalities 
In order to justify the development of a new software tool like ArlandaIdeaTorrent, an analysis of 

the products currently available is necessary. The ALL has not previously reviewed these options. 

 

Of the analyzed 46 software tools marketed as OIS by far most of them are concerned only with the 

very front-end of the traditional innovation model, mainly focused around the idea collection phase. 

Hence, the systems can be used as general brain-storming tools, but not necessarily as a completely 

‘open’ system. It seems that 24 of the tools support completely open crowd-sourcing, whereas the 

rest have certain limits. A limitation is that you can use it to collect ideas from groups or divisions, 

but it is designed to be used internally in the organization i.e. determined by invitation from an 

administrator. Another considerably closed function is the limitation of ‘idea campaigns’ also referred 

to as ‘idea challenges’ which require the organization, division, or project owner to make a call-out 

for ideas on a specific topic within a specific time frame, and at all other times the tool is inactivated. 

Most systems support both idea campaigns and open idea collection, but 5 of the 46 are purely for 

campaigns and are therefore not considered to operate within the open paradigm we are working in 

for this project.  

 

The AR stage of planning actions allows a different approach to the software discussion: In stead of 

letting the list of functionalities determine how the most appropriate software should be designed, 

this review has resulted in a much more concrete and valuable list of purpose requirements for the ALL. 

                                                
120 ALL internal document: Report (WP2). Airport Living Lab – Proof of concept 
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Whereas the analysis of software tools left us with a list of 39 different functionalities; when 

narrowed down to the requirements of what the ALL tool will need to cover, the list is decreased to 

16 points. This conclusion is made by finishing the sentence “the ALL needs to be able to…” The 

efficiency of this action is proven as several of the original 39 functionalities seemed to be solving 

the same underlying purpose.  

 

Table 3 illustrates the ALL requirements connected to a common functionality with existing OIS 

tools. It is important to note that this empirical data has been created during the research. Therefore, 

the project manager and I have collaborated ranked the requirements due to their importance to be 

included in the ALL design and the content of table 3 has afterwards been approved by the IMG. An 

explanatory column justifies the ranking in order for the ALL management group to evaluate this 

deliverable. The intention is to make it easier to deduct the functions needed for the ALL. The 

purpose requirements are here listed from their ranking ‘essential’ to ‘not required’: 

 

5: Required / cannot function without  

4: Important 

3: Improves the processes / nice to have 

2: Little importance to the processes 

1: Not required 

 

PURPOSE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(ALL needs to be able to...) 

RELATED 
FUNCTIONALITY 

(analyzed OIS function) 

ALL 
ranking 

Ranking Comments 

Be accessible from anywhere by 
anyone at anytime 

Web-based 5 Essential to an open innovation 
living lab system 

Derive indication of a 
submission’s importance and 
relevance to users 

 
Voting 

 
5 

Essential for user-driven 
innovations; decreases manual 
work hours 

Find the underlying need in 
suggestions (to improve the 
foundation for creating more 
innovative solutions to make 
sure the right problem is solved) 

 
 
Root Cause Analysis 

 
 
5 

Essential to submit problems in 
the system for solvers to solve; 
important for 1st or 2nd line 
solving 

Separation of submissions of 
Suggestions and Solutions 

 
N/A 

 
5 

User-friendliness; clear user-role 
(idea/problem or having solution) 

Clustering ideas (business area 
related, i.e. toilets, airplane etc.) 

 
Categorization 

 
4 

Important primarily if a pre-
model stage of 1st line support is 
added 

Communicate content and Discussion forum; comment  Important in order to leverage the 
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knowledge about a submission 
(idea, solution, problem) 

area; attachment of 
images/links/files; several 
solution submissions to one 
problem 

 
4 

most from the submissions and 
keep the process user-driven 

Derive indication of most 
popular / appreciated topics and 
submissions 

 
Summarize most voted ideas 

 
4 

Decreases manual work hours 

Increase user activity Keyword search, user-
friendly layout 

 
4 

Making it as easy as possible to 
contribute to- and access the ALL 

Indicate importance for manual 
review needed 

 
Trigger; automatic duplicate 
search 

 
 
4 

Depends on the process 
definition (if the users are 
involved prior to RCA or not); 
decreases manual work hours 

Motivate users through 
continuous information 

Feedback communication; 
status updates (email, formal 
login) 

 
4 

Increase user loyalty and ALL 
trustworthiness 

Prioritize similar topics and 
submissions 

Ranking 4 Decreases manual work hours 

Communicate with users (ask for 
more details of suggestions; 
invite to the problem solution 
stage of their initial submission) 

 
Feedback communication 
(email, formal login) 

 
 
3 

 
Accurate the process, higher 
likelihood of solving the problem 

Dispatching ideas to the right 
partners 

Categorization 
 

3 Airport-, airline-, security related 
etc. 

Visual communication with users Prototyping; attachment of 
images/links/files 

 
3 

Depending on what stage (very 
important to the solution stage) 

 
Build general knowledge 

 
Blog 

 
2 

Good to have if expert location is 
implemented later on 

Report to partners/stakeholders Statistics; activity reporting 2 Add-on for improvement but has 
no affect the purpose of the OIS 

Table 3: The purpose requirements of the OIS software functionalities and the ranking explanation of 
importance of incorporation to the ALL system 
 

This table is helpful in the selection of a tailored software tool to support the innovation processes 

expected to be required in order to run a self-sustaining living lab. It works as the basis of the IPM 

development analyzed in chapter 8. However, the table also shows similarities with some of the 

existing tools121 and thus does not clearly define the need for developing a new software tool for the 

ALL. The option of purchasing an off-the-shelf purchase solution would not necessarily affect the 

design of implementable innovation processes in this case.  

 

What can be concluded on this note is a focus from CSC on the technological aspects of the project, 

which is logical as it is a computer science company. Thus CSC seek to expand their business by 

participating in the ALL project and that will only happen if the ALL gains some ideas that can build 

                                                
121 Please see Appendix B for information on which tools meet the functionality needs of the ALL 
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the foundation for a larger cooperation with other partners122. It must bring about some new 

technology and demand for new development for CSC to profit on the project, because as Sundelius 

says:  

“…it is not a business for us to set up a PC somewhere; it must be something new”123. 

 

The motive for CSC to participate and invest in the ALL is thus exactly a focus on technology in line 

with the theories of crowd-sourcing, and not on the further establishment of the living lab processes. 

This conclusion confirms the previous indication of the opposing TLC curves and shows a 

difference in influence and power within the IPG that favors some interests over others and thus is 

in line with the thesis’ strive for producing coherent truth. The success of collaborating about the 

software tool thereby determines the success of the overall collaboration which obviously would not 

be at the same level of challenge with the single user-producer relation treated in the literature on 

user-involvement.  

 

7.3 OIS in Practice 
There are other examples of large and international corporations using software tools to connect and 

develop with their customers or users. The OIS defining most examples however evolve around idea 

management and not management of the entire innovation process in order to generate 

implementable ideas. I will give a few to satisfy the pragmatic criteria of the AR methodology and 

because there might be valuable aspects to learn for the ALL project.  

 

The computer company Dell brands itself on customer-driven innovation that is driven by 

customer’s needs combined with cutting-edge solutions and strategic partnerships124. The idea 

management source used by Dell offers users to listen, solve, and impact through online submissions. 

Initially the purpose fails as an open innovation process though in that the tool primarily is used 

internally for generating and evaluating employee suggestions (not only of innovative character)125. 

Therefore, it does not fit the definition of an OIS for this context. 

 

                                                
122 Interview with Sundelius, CSC: May 29, 2009 
123 Interview with Sundelius, CSC: May 29, 2009 
124 Dell official webpage: 
http://www1.ca.dell.com/content/topics/global.aspx/about_dell/company/innovation/cto_open_innovation?c=ca&l=
en  
125 Source: ALL academic partner Mats Endelius after meeting with Dell and discussing their innovation process in 2008. 
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At the international coffee chain Starbucks, innovation in the coffee industry is also all about 

involving the customers. Here, you can share, vote, discuss, and see ideas online if you create your own 

user account and thereby get included in the network or system126. Best example, but quite low-

practical. The ALL is aiming for higher technical and trans-sectoral suggestions and innovation 

projects.  

 

Procter & Gamble who produces and markets fast-moving consumer goods uses a software tool to 

in structured as well as random idea collection from users; everyday consumers who use the product 

and have ideas of changes or improvements127. They involve their users in the program called 

‘connect + develop’.  

 

The examples show organizations working with user-driven innovation in line with theories and 

studies of crowd-sourcing and the existing software tools. However, none of the examples 

incorporate collaboration with other stakeholders than their users. Furthermore, these companies use 

the approach to collect ideas from the users; and not as the ALL wish to make it sustainable and run 

by users throughout the innovation process.  

 

7.4 Summary 
The theories on user-driven innovation generally lack focus on the organization behind an 

innovation strategy. There appears to be a gap in this literature for concrete tools of managing the 

fuzzy front end of innovation processes; the considerations before the ideas are even innovations. 

When the ALL involves its users it leads to a two-fold meaning of crowd-sourcing; a crowd asking a 

crowd due to the multiple-stakeholder aspect of this case. This makes the situation incredibly 

complex as the agendas and interests are multiplied indefinite which the literature today is not 

concerned about. Furthermore, other empirical examples of producer-user relations only represent a 

single producer entity, not several stakeholders on this side of the relation. This leads towards a 

conclusion of the OIS to be organized as a singular unit in order to produce implementable 

processes according to theory. 

 

                                                
126 Starbucks idea webpage: http://mystarbucksidea.force.com/  
127 https://www.pgconnectdevelop.com/pg-connection-portal/ctx/noauth/PortalHome.do  
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By now we have thus identified the challenge that the ALL thus indicates a new attempt both 

theoretically and empirically by seeking collaboration between multiple stakeholders. Contributing to 

an answer of the Main Research Question, the analysis of user-involvement has shown the 

theoretical challenges because the literature does not prove cross-organizational projects to be more 

beneficial; actually it argues the opposite by only concerning singular relations. Meanwhile the 

analysis of OIS software tools show a practical case of a single partner’s motive of focusing on the 

software tool development although no empirical data defend or support this effort. Thus, the 

limitation of this OIS setup is a distortion of interests which we shall delve deeper into. 

 

This analysis allows the further analysis to actively lead the project towards the technical prerequisites 

of the software as this platform has been identified as the current center of the living lab. The 

software review though, provides a valid background for implementable processes to the IPM where 

software development is not an active process. Next chapter contributes to closing the gab between 

theory and empirical data by executing alternative courses of actions with foundation in this analysis. 
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Chapter 8  

INNOVATION PROCESS MODELING IN THE ALL 

Overview:  In this chapter we take action and the processes of the OIS are concretized in a model for 

innovation processes embedded in the ALL. The chapter provides a mix of theoretical, practical 

execution and empirical analysis, all leading to the action – the design of the IPM in sections 8.2 to 

8.5. These contain direct practical considerations about the content of each stage with respects to 

why which aspects and options have been included or excluded in process modeling. Integrated in 

this, the theoretical ideal development for each stage of such a model will be compared with the 

practical feasible development that aims to create the foundation for a self-sustaining living lab. The 

practical steps are explained in points of roles and content for each process stage. Visualizations of the 

IPM are design in line with BPMN and attached as appendices for further understanding.  

 

8.1 A Sustainable Living Lab 
The idea behind a living lab at the SAA has been to join forces in the field or environment and form 

one, stronger player which means streamlining several stakeholders’ business strategies. When 

partners of an innovation project are preparing business cases that need to be synchronized, the 

challenge is so much bigger than it seems on paper. As the partner representative from CSC 

explained about the ALL partner setup;  

“All three of us have internal processes that are different［…］ It can take up to half a year to get an internal 

‘ok’ to run a pilot project or to put money towards it.”128 

 

An IPM for the living lab is not going to overcome the internal procedures, Sundelius assures. She 

suggests that maybe multiple stakeholders cannot cooperate in an open innovation setting of a living 

lab. Additionally, the three ALL partners for the pilot project have entered with different finances 

and therefore they hold different stakes in the project129.  

 

Previous chapters have pointed towards the partners having different motives for participating in the 

ALL project which is what this part of the analysis seeks to improve through the design and 

                                                
128 Interview with Sundelius, CSC: May 29, 2009 
129 Interview with Sundelius, CSC: May 29, 2009 
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explanation of an IPM. Interviews have helped to pinpoint the exact agenda from each partner as 

they will also become more obvious when designing the IPM in the following sections: 

 

LFV: Wanted to signal that they can cooperate with other companies and to get a good process for 

crowd-sourcing ideas130. 

 

CSC: Wanted to establish a better relation to LFV and to SAS that would generate future business 

for CSC outside the ALL because of an improved working relationship between the parties131. Long-

lasting partnerships and sustainable business opportunities are requirements for continuing the 

project. 

 

SAS: Wanted to evolve their own processes of their business strategy from idea management of the 

employees to involving more users or customers of their services132.  

 

8.1.1 Changing a Giving-Up Attitude 
When breaking down the OIS the whole project is so tremendously voluminous that a management 

group of partner representatives with other dedications in their full time job descriptions have not 

been able to establish a sustainable living lab within the original project time frame. During the 

project period members of the IMG have lost some spirit and faith in the project. Examples from 

interviews account Andersson realizing that the project keeps growing without any realistic end to it: 

“We have an issue here ［within LFV］ to get different departments to talk to each other and synch their 

businesses – and this is synching the entire company with other companies! And when you like at it like that, I 

just go; nope…” (Andersson 2009133) 

 

Söderström also says the project has died and that the partners have lacked motivation since the pilot 

project last year134. Sundelius directly says that she cannot defend towards her manager to proceed as 

a project partner of the ALL135. Considering CSC’s interest in the technological development process 

proved from the previous analysis chapters this does not necessarily come as a surprise; as what this 

                                                
130 Interview with Andersson, LFV: May 8, 2009 
131 Interview with Sundelius, CSC: May 29, 2009 
132 Interview with Söderström, SAS: May 8, 2009 
133 Interview with Andersson, LFV:  
134 Interview Söderström, SAS: May 8, 2009 
135 Interview with Sundelius, CSC: May 29, 2009 
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partner has an interest in is the sub-project of developing and producing a software tool to support 

the IPM. In the AR frame of the thesis it would be optimal to gather the partners and interview them 

again all together, as lack of communication and control of the project are the main points to be 

deducted from the individual interviews.  

 

Unfortunately the partner representatives have not been available at the same time during the 

project, not even for IMG meetings. If that had been the case it would be possible to discuss some 

of the organizational issues behind theories on innovation, crowd-sourcing, and the IPM and the 

friction that complicates the establishment of collaboration between them, as they all have expressed 

it individually to me as a researcher but not reflected over the matter with each other. It indicates a 

different study of organizational and cultural dynamics to help solve this, but here we stay with the 

focus on innovation. From that it is a conclusion that the partners have been too little concerned 

with the theoretical research behind the project i.e. with regards to process- and product TLC and 

the expected outcome of an innovation model, but especially concerning theories on user-driven 

innovation that suggest a singular user-producer relation. This clearly indicates part of an answer to 

the explicit question and wonder of this thesis; how to organize and collaborate in an OIS if the 

result should be implementable processes? The ALL has to act as one singular organization or unit, 

and not as a common platform for partners to synch their business cases as Andersson states the 

project currently is136. Furthermore, the analysis of currently available software tools ought to have 

been structured earlier in the project. In stead, the IMG has had internal tacit interests and motives 

which are not nurturing a sustainable collaboration. 

 

The individual interviews have shown that there is a wish to improve the relationship between these 

three actors who usually touch each other’s business areas founded around SAA. In the presence 

however, no relations have been improved, according to the partner representatives. An IPM 

developed with these empirical and theoretical conclusions in mind aim to change this and organize 

the OIS in order to design implementable processes for the ALL. The model is still founded around 

the initial stages as shown in figure 2. 

 

                                                
136 Interview with Andersson, LFV: May 8, 2009 
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8.2 Pre-model considerations  
Initially it was the idea to develop the best possible model for innovation processes for the multi-

organizational airport system. But as the analysis evolved of particularly literature of user-driven 

innovation and of the software tools currently available on the market in chapter 7, this approach 

proved to become more and more complex. The process development stagnated in the very first 

stage of idea management when deciding upon what steps and functions should be included. During 

two months and five formal workshops between the project manager, Ozan, and myself137, all 

functionalities of this stage were studied, developed, further investigated, revised and sought to be 

optimal designed to support the ALL.  

 

8.2.1 Organizational setup 
The organizational setup is the design of the group of people that should run the ALL after project 

launch when the present research has ended. At this moment it is not to be concerned with who it 

will be, but the model will be affected by how many man hours there will be put into running the 

living lab. Of course it is a matter of resources, but for the practical usage of this project we have 

chosen to work with one top-level full-time Innovation Manager and one second-level Investment 

Manager. These two are loyal ALL employees who on a daily basis work with Partner 

Representatives and ideally a few half-time employees. We have not been concerned with any 

restrictions to the hours spent on ALL activities from the Partners. However, in the current situation 

according to Sundelius138, the three financial partners have entered the project with different financial 

amounts which is a possible reasoning for the fragmented focus and effort in the project. 

 

8.2.2 Technological functionalities 
The technological functionalities are carefully considered for the IPM because as previously 

mentioned; the software tool supporting the ALL works as the synchronized platform for the 

multiple stakeholders. An example of a practical issue with the software supporting the IPM is that 

users, accounting both passengers and employees at SAA, participating in the pilot last year had 

obstacles about submitting their email address to login to the submission interface of the web tool. 

Most existing tools require a login, but it is possible to keep user names anonymous. It is important 

for the user-producer interaction though that the ALL staff has an option to give feedback to 

                                                
137 Please see Appendix A for the workshop dates 
138 Interview with Sundelius, CSC: May 29, 2009 
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individual users about their submission’s status and possibly to ask for more detailed information 

about a suggestion if the processes lead the suggestion to proceed in the innovation model. This 

evolvement of suggestions will be further clarified in the analysis of the IPM development in the 

following sections.  

 

Related to the model for innovation processes a point from von Hippel is particularly useful for the 

design: 

“Organized cooperation is also common, with users joining together in networks and communities that 

provide useful structures and tools for their interactions and for the distribution of innovations.” (von Hippel 

2005: 11) 

 

This gives a reason to believe that user-communities are possible to be formed and that a discussion 

forum option should be a part of the technological system. If interactions amongst the users are 

likely to distribute innovations as von Hippel states, an interface for this is an opportunity for golden 

ideas the ALL should not neglect. 

 

8.2.3 Intelligence Tools 
The intelligence tools also refer to a technical aspect of the IPM, practically working with algorithms 

and statistics stored in database tools embedded in an innovation software tool. Considerations and 

discussions about implementing these to the ALL are due to the project manager’s initial enthusiasm. 

According to Ozan, in the most optimal setting all innovative solutions will be founded in market 

intelligence and business intelligence to increase a realistic chance for implementation.  

 

A brief explanation of the tools are that market intelligence indicates knowledge about the 

geographical market in terms of historical development, competitors, customer demographics; all 

market related knowledge of current and potential customers to increase accurate strategic planning 

and competitive advantages139. Thus market intelligence corresponds with the approach of national 

innovation systems analyzed in chapter 6. Cornish suggests that scholars have focused too much on 

technological innovation and not on the knowledge that makes some innovations long-lasting and 

some die out in the early stages such as market intelligence (MI): 

                                                
139 Cornish 1997; Lackman et al. 2000 
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“Thus, continuous feedback from the market in form of MI is one of the key inputs to production that makes 

the practice of perpetual innovation possible” (Cornish 1997: 146) 

 

Business intelligence on the other hand refers to the industry specific knowledge of experts in a 

particular field; the same factors as of the market but in stead related to the business of i.e. fast-food 

restaurants, IT or ground handling in an airport context. However, as the term indicates, this is in 

line with the sectoral innovation system that does not include this thesis’ definition of an OIS, and 

further complicates the flow of modeling. With an understanding of the different views on OIS and 

how they differ in focus as analyzed in chapter 6 this could have become obvious to the IMG earlier 

in the process. To prove learning from the theoretical analysis market- and business intelligence 

functions are neglected140 though we are aware that they can heighten the quality of the solutions if 

founded in sub-processes either through supporting systems or expertise knowledge of the 

submitter.  

 

At this point it has become clear that the theoretical understanding applicable to the project can help 

to some extend in deciding what functions are necessary for the ALL and which are not. Ozan has 

an interest in developing a model and possibly even a software tool that is profitable beyond the 

framework of the ALL as he works from CSC. However, the action planning for the project founded 

in the diagnosed issue of lacking theoretical as well as empirical examples helped me in making the 

IMG disregard the intelligence tools and focus on the core process of collaborating to establish a 

sustainable living lab. This is not to diminish the possible useful advancement of these functions, but 

it has become obvious that the ALL has a bigger, more overall picture to focus on at the current 

stage. 

 

8.2.4 User Rewards and Recognition 
Another thoroughly discussed function for innovation management tools in the literature and 

practical examples is the studies of users’ incentives and likelihood to submit suggestions, and 

whether or not it is recommendable to include a stage for rewards and recognition in an IPM for 

motivational matters141. I.e. Baumgartner suggests rewards as a necessity for managing idea phases:  

“Rewards are one of the biggest motivators for participating in an ideas campaign” (Baumgartner 2008: 11) 

                                                
140 As of OIS workshop June 09, 2009 
141 Baumgartner 2008 
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Opposing is von Hippel and West and Gallegher142 who argue for the power of social rewards. 

According to West and Gallegher rewarding free revealing of innovations may increase the value of 

the innovator in a broader context, i.e. by the motivation factor of;  

“…signaling one’s capabilities to gain respect from one’s peers or interest from prospective employers” (West 

and Gallegher 2006: 8) 

 

On that same note Surowiecki thinks the most valuable reward to scientists is the one of recognition 

and approval143. However, because the ALL does not target scientists or professional experts 

specifically, recognition should not satisfy a theoretical requirement for rewards or involvement 

incentive. Therefore we only use recognition in form of providing a reference to the innovator’s 

resume and expect this to be satisfying and increase the innovator’s network value or job 

opportunities. 

 

Learning from the pilot project showed that the overall answer from both airport employees and 

customers when asked of their motivation to submit suggestions to the ALL was to improve their 

own processes. This response corresponds with von Hippel’s finding that users often will share their 

innovations with their delivering party if it means improved products in the future144. For these 

reasons rewards and recognitions are not a separate stage of the IMP. 

 

Based on the analysis of open innovation management literature and living lab perspectives in the 

previous chapters, the action research approach has allows for advising the IMG from the 

observations and for the researcher to co-develop the following processes in order to change and 

improve the process stages for this model. This is an active step of answering the questions of how 

OIS organize and collaborate in order to design implementable processes.  

 

8.3 Suggestion Management 
Both theoretical and empirical data has been available for this stage. It is in practice found that it is 

not only about facilitating the collection of ideas from a crowd, but also to manage them in sense of 

how to archive ideas; what makes some ideas stand out; decide upon proceeding criteria etc. In 

                                                
142 Von Hippel 1988; Von Hippel 2005; West and Gallegher 2006 
143 Suroweicki 2004 
144 Von Hippel 1988 
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theories concerned about this stage, several practical issues are not addressed by scholars; maybe due 

to complexity, maybe because of missing empirical conduction. Regardless, when applying theories 

and tools to this initial stage of the IPM we have found that more actions must be included and that 

‘idea management’ not is a stage that can be set up and ran by any neither business units nor living 

labs without further explanatory considerations. However, processes for idea management can help 

discipline work with innovation. The following analysis has its roots in cooperation with the project 

manager at two-on-two workshops and countless informal as well as structured conversations with 

him and with the academic partners of the ALL. The semi-structured interviews have also 

contributed with inputs although not directly concerned about the process development. 

 

Collecting ideas is a feature in the largest part of the analyzed software tools and this function founds 

the entire base of having any ideas to manage. For these systems ideas are collected by a user 

submitting a text, image or file into a software system. What was experienced from the pilot and 

what we can definitely learn from is; that these submissions can be classified either as an idea more or 

less innovative, or as a clear problem which requires equally much analysis of its roots as ideas do. 

Actually all ideas can be founded in a problem to the airport even though the user may not think of it 

as such. A well functioning living lab will bring the problems to the surface in order to avoid spillovers 

and benefit as much as possible from any suggestion, thus avoid functioning as a traditional idea box. 

This way of thinking can be illustrated as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 11: Illustration of users’ perception of what the ALL can do for them 

 

An example of the need for a problem analysis would be: 

 

There are not enough signs leading to Stockholm-Arlanda Airport. 

 

The implicit idea of this suggestion would be to put up more signs at directions leading to the airport 

from i.e. highways and train stations. However, the implicit problem to be derived from this 
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submission is that people have difficulties finding their way to the airport which causes irritation and 

dissatisfaction to the customers already prior to arriving. This could affect the number of travelers 

and nurture dissatisfaction with the users of SAA. Therefore the root of the suggestion is essential 

for the ALL to operate in the area of opportunities and not problem solving, because then 

innovative submissions can lead to an even better respond to the suggestion than displaying more 

signs. In this sense the living lab and particularly the idea management phase is a platform to support 

users’ entrepreneurial skills145. From the theory we can also state that this function indeed should 

help acting in areas of disruptive innovations and maybe even in markets that were not initially 

connected, thus breakthrough innovations146. 

 

The ALL should be established with the perspective of catching opportunities to give the users of 

the airport more than they expect rather than being a unit for only problem solving. However, due to 

the required analysis of submissions as either a problem or an idea, we will in this analysis label user-

submissions in this phase suggestions. A dual interface when entering the system can illustrate the 

thought and would clarify to the user right away where to submit his/her thoughts to the living lab. 

We have not identified a need for the actual system behind this interface to be divided; this 

recommendation is purely from a user-friendliness perspective: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Suggested advancement of the user interface for the ALL innovation software tool 

 

In addition to this; the submissions labeled by the user itself as ‘problems’ could be connected to a 

first-line support line for possibly immediate solving. For illustration consider the example of an 

employee submission that the restrooms run out of toilet paper very fast. Of course this problem 

should be taken care of as fast as possible i.e. by assuring extra supply of toilet paper on the wagons 

of the cleaning personnel so that the stock in the restrooms is increased. However, there may be a 

                                                
145 Almirall 2008 
146 Assink 2006 
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more innovative solution to this problem, and the first-line support or help-desk function if you will, 

can further submit the problem to the ALL, especially if the same problem appears to be submitted 

several times. The reasoning for this additional process stage is to not waste the innovation 

manager’s time or talent on direct and simple complaints rather than innovative ideas or fundamental 

problems to the airport environment. 

 

8.3.1 Roles of Suggestion stage 
• ALL staff 

• ALL Innovation Manager 

• Users 

• Optional help-desk staff 

 

Please see appendix C for a visual presentation of content for the Suggestion Management stage. 

 

8.4 Business Evaluation 
As we have already seen it is indeed challenging to manage collected suggestions. The question rises 

of how user-driven the process needs to be to still be considered as open? In this model the 

suggestions sent from the idea stage will evolve from assessment by users’ votes to the partner 

managerial level of the living lab. The purpose of this phase is to deliver a synchronized ALL 

business plan for an innovation project involving x number of living lab partner(s) as project owners.  

 

When the solution statement is submitted to this stage the first screening of the solution should be 

of whether it is directly implementable to the current situation with equipment and short decision 

making process, or it requires a business plan and to be considered as a new individual project for 

SAA.  

 

As previously noted, Utterback and Abernathy has noticed differences in the TLC illustrating 

respectively products and processes. Both innovations are part of the ALL project as the overall 

establishment of the project requires processes that cannot be duplicated from any similar project. 

On the challenges of process innovations Utterback and Abernathy make an observation that 

matches an obstacle of the ALL project: 
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“There is reason to believe that in many cases the progression may stop for long periods, or even reverse” 

(Utterback and Abernathy 1987: 645). 

 

In the ALL case Andersson expresses frustrations about this and explains it by the different 

directions of the partners and how their various interests cannot integrate: 

“It is not only going slow, it is stopping. I think it is mainly because it is very hard to synchronize what all the 

companies within the project actually want.” (Andersson 2009) 

 

He gives an example of an idea from the first pilot project that LFV is writing a business case on, but 

since CSC and SAS do not find the idea to affect their businesses they are not writing business cases. 

In that way the process is stagnated by one of the partners being alone about a project, not 

integrating different business areas or competences. Andersson therefore sees the main challenge for 

the further development of the project to be how to synchronize the processes of various partners in 

a living lab. This thesis therefore argues that if the organizational setup is changed so that the ALL is 

one, individual and independent unity that works as collaboration medium for multiple stakeholders, 

synching processes or business cases this process stage would not the main challenge. Then it will be 

a concern of the innovation manager to find suitable partners for a given innovation suggestion, and 

then the current literature could become applicable with its focus on singular user-producer 

relationship.  

 

8.4.1 Roles in the Business Evaluation stage 
• ALL Innovation Manager 

• ALL staff 

• Partner representatives 

• ALL investment manager 

• Innovation group (project owner(s)) 

 

Please see appendix D for a visual presentation of content for the Business Evaluation stage. 

 

8.5 Experimentation 
As the previous analysis on user-driven innovation has shown experimentation is indubitably 

essential to the development of innovative initiatives. The whole concept of experimenting is an 
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important step in continuously development and improvement of products, processes and 

services147.  

“Experimentation encompasses success and failure; it is an iterative process of understanding what doesn’t 

work and does. Both results are equally important for learning” (Thomke 2003: 2). 

 

The stage of experimentation has caused the IMG the most challenges because it has not yet been 

tested in practice. This means that the experimentation stage of the current IPM has not yet been 

empirically tested in a pilot study. It is hence a theoretical suggestion for how to handle this stage 

that we bring in specific theory to explain. At this point is it the goal to crowd-source the process 

again and involve the users in the experiments of an innovation. Therefore this section explains that 

there are some useful theoretical considerations to be done before actually executing the 

experiments.  

 

There are various opinions – both in practice and given in the literature – of where in the innovation 

process experimentation should be implemented. As analyzed in chapter 6, Cooper has been 

concerned with experimentation in his fourth step of the stage-gate model; testing and validation148. 

Here, developers present a representation of the innovation solution: 

“Depending on the type of product and industry, this representation can be a computer-generated virtual 

prototype, a hand-made model or mock-up, a very crude prototype, or even a few computer screens for new 

software.” (Cooper 2008: 224) 

 

However, in the current IPM we have included some level of experimentation already from the first 

stage of suggestion management by letting the users vote on problems and solutions. This is clearly a 

more open innovation model than Cooper’s stage-gate suggestion despite his attempt to dignify its 

openness and flexibility149.  

 

Thomke’s focus on experimentation and the result of learning is more on the measurable detail150. In 

addition to the overall practical input from Cooper this is valuable for an understanding of what 

purpose the experimentation stage should serve the ALL. Thomke suggests two variables to 

optimize the results of experimenting with innovations. One variable is independent and indicates 

                                                
147 Thomke 2003 
148 Cooper 2008 
149 Cooper 2008 
150 Thomke 2003 
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‘the cause’ while the other, dependent variable indicates ‘the effect’. This proactive approach to 

experiments then; 

“…require a directed effort to manipulate or change variables of interest” (Thomke 2003: 91) 

 

By this Thomke makes an explicit separation between the concepts of observation, exploration and 

experimentation. Observation is defined as being merely passive from the developer’s side (here; the 

innovation group). Exploration is definitely proactive, Thomke states, but is lacking the manipulative 

aspect added to change these variables and depict the result of the experimentation in form of 

learning from errors. Trial-and-error is a typical process of experimentation and by engaging an 

experimentation stage researchers nor developers rarely expect to do only one experiment or ‘test 

round’ of each innovation suggestion151. What strategy to apply for experimentation in the ALL thus 

becomes a decision point to include in the business evaluation stage; Thomke et al. suggests parallel 

or serial experimentation each with tradeoffs between costs and time152.  

 

Depending on the format of the solution evaluated in the ALL business case, it is expected to 

concern only one solution suggestion at a time. This eliminates parallel experimentation which tests 

several solution alternatives at the same time to depict the most satisfactory result. As for the serial 

experimentation there are two options for experimenting with one solution submission at a time. 

The difference between them is the treatment of the learning experience after a test: If only one 

aspect of the product or process is tested at a time it will thus results in a yes/no or satisfactory/not 

satisfactory learning. In this case the search scope of the experimentation would be 50% reduced 

after every trial (strategy a)). The other serial experimentation on the other hand corrects every error 

after every trial and then tests the entire same product or process over and over again153. In this way 

each component or aspect of the innovation is not tested separately, hence make it an impossible 

process to possibly eliminate an individual component or aspect error, because a solution is killed if 

it does not work in stead of trying to fix it; hence the minimal learning experience deducted from this 

strategy (strategy b)). The advantage of this strategy though is that when the experimentation is 

holistic and eliminates the risk of changing individual parts of the innovation to later find out that 

the changes do not work together with other parts; aspects or processes.  

 

                                                
151 Thomke et al. 1998 
152 Thomke et al. 1998 
153 Thomke et al. 1998 
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Both of these strategies are possible in the ALL setting, but the IMG would need to be aware of the 

cost and experimentation time. Option a) for serial experimentation has the lowest costs and higher 

speed; the one that experiments with the components or aspects separately. For this reason it must 

be tempting to opt for this strategy. However, if the solution submissions can be categorized as 

breakthrough innovations in line with Assink’s154 theory or Henderson and Clark’s155 research on 

radical innovations, it would be recommendable to start by strategy b) experimentation. In that way 

the entire innovation is tested as a whole; if the solution works amongst the users and corresponds 

with the votes collected from the software. This approach is supported by the research: 

“… a strategy even with the minimal learning (i.e. not repeating a trial that has failed) can halve the total 

number of experiments required on average…” (Thomke et al. 1998: 320) 

 

For incremental innovations or fine-tuning of solutions, the faster and cheaper way of experimenting 

with a product or process should be implemented. This theory thus places the need for an 

Experimentation Manager of the ALL; an independent non-partner person to be in charge of what 

experimentation strategy to apply to each innovation project.  

 

For the purpose of discovering how the best ideas and solutions should be developed and converted 

into a product, process, or service for implementation the ALL has following options: 

 

Method Product Process Service 

Online development  X X 

Open platform  X X 

Prototyping X   

Simulations X X X 

Surveys X X X 

Test-beds applications X X X 

 

Table 4: Applicable living lab actions to the experimentation stage of the ALL 

 

                                                
154 Assink 2006 
155 Henderson and Clark 1990 
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These experimentation forms corresponds with the living lab concept as explained in sub-section 

5.1.2 and are in line with Cooper’s suggestion above as well as the living lab concept of an open 

environment to users for testing156.  

 

8.5.1 Roles in the Experimentation stage 
• Partner Representatives 

• Users 

• Experimentation Manager 

 

Please see appendix E for a visual presentation of the Experimentation stage. 

 

8.6 Organizational Fine-Tuning 
Evaluating on these suggested actions as requested in AR it is advised to purchase an off-the-shelf 

software product for execution of the project. This will of course make the technical side of the 

project easier, but at the same time limit the further development of the IPM which will be 

determined by restrictions set by the technical system. However, the technical delimitations are likely 

to have a positive effect on the setup for the OIS as collaboration, agendas and input for the project 

has proved to be diverse.  

 

When comparing the theoretical characteristics of OIS this project yet does not correspond with the 

definition provided for this thesis. It is possible to suggest alternative actions from theoretical 

considerations as this chapter has done. This construction of empirical data throughout the analysis 

is valid within the thesis’ methodology, but it must be accepted that dynamics of this OIS prevent 

the processes to be concluded as implemented. According to this analysis a reason for this is 

stagnation in what the IMG thought was the business evaluation phase, but really appeared to be a 

too concentrated focus on software development. This also means that negotiation and 

fragmentation soaks the system which definitely works against implementing nor processes, neither 

innovations, as the previous chapters have shown. 

 

                                                
156 Almirall 2008; Cooper 2008; Følstad 2008 
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Although the conducted interviews regard the same main points of the partner’s motivation to 

participate in the ALL project, their concerns, benefits and expectations for the future, LFV seems 

most motivated and engaged in this analysis for the simple reason that as the airport owner this 

company has interests in most ideas that will improve their company space regardless of the business 

area. Thus, it is interesting when Andersson states that the whole concept of a living lab is contrary 

to the business strategy of LFV:  

“I am not sure if this is really something LFV should do… Because LFV is a very traditional company and we 

are not supposed to be the first ones to try new technologies. We are supposed to do safe stuff; buy off-the-

shelf products that we know work…” (Andersson 2009) 

 

On that same note, Sundelius from CSC presents a completely opposing business strategy; 

“CSC has a strategy of innovation and we wish to be innovative and have prioritized that a lot.” (Sundelius 

2009) 

 

The dominant competitive strategy of LFV is cost-minimizing;  

“…to enter the market later in the product life cycle with simpler and less expensive versions.” (Utterback and 

Abernathy 1975: 643) 

 

However, in the ALL project LFV acts more innovative and attempts to be the first to introduce a 

technically advanced product. Thereby LFV pursues a performance-maximizing strategy157; the one 

of CSC and SAS. There is no doubt that this strategy is most suitable for an innovation project like 

this and Utterback and Abernathy158 also states that performance-maximizing companies rely more 

heavily on external sources for information, which is what we do in an OIS.  

 

This issue has not been discussed in the IMG, but with LFV being a rather risk-adverse partner and 

CSC on the other hand being very proactive in developing new technologies and processes, the 

partnership has a weak basis for success. As the review of other companies working with user-driven 

innovation based on software tools showed, there are no multi-organizational projects among them. 

None of them set examples of how to implement processes in collaboration with other systems than 

their own company culture and strategy. It is thus likely that a conclusion would be that the ALL 

collaboration as currently organized is not feasible. Benefits are currently not overcoming the costs.  

                                                
157 Utterback and Abernathy 1975 
158 Utterback and Abernathy 1975 
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8.7 Summary 
Summarizing the processes above, the IPM defines: 

 

Phase Object Action-mapping Personification 

1st  WHAT… … should be done Any user 

2nd HOW… … should it be done Expert users 

3rd WHO… … should do it Living lab partners 

4th COMBINATION… … to implement innovations Partners, experts, users 

Table 5: The content of the IPM; what it offers and what roles should be in action 

 

Evaluating on the action of this IPM development it seems that there are tradeoffs not only with 

technical functionalities but also with processes. Individual agendas from each of the partners have 

become clear along with the collaboration issues delimitating the further execution of the ALL 

project. This organization appears to be founded around the common denominator of the software 

tool that works to hold the partners together. In that sense the living lab intention as well as the 

theories on users as their joint platform for collaboration are greatly ignored, and the software tool 

becomes of overly importance to the project.  

 

The IMG will have to keep in mind at this stage that the only thing that has actually been empirically 

tested about the project is the software tool which failed in the pilot. None of the process stages of 

this chapter have been tested yet, but the organizational challenges and collisions drain the parties 

from energy and taking action. Hopefully some of the aspects from this analysis can work as an eye-

opener and bring about new input as to how to organize the ALL to focus on the processes and 

move forward.  

 

This chapter of the analysis has integrated the theoretical conclusions with the empirical data. In 

comparison the theoretical foundation for developing the process stages has provided an alternative 

course of actions that is yet to be tested in the living lab. The theories that during this analysis have 

been applicable in the organization of the ALL appear to not be useful yet because the multi-

stakeholder environment still acts too fragmented to represent one single producer-unit as the 
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theories on crowds of users has proven to be most likely to result in implementable innovations and 

processes. 

 

 

Chapter 9  

CONCLUSIONS 

How do Open Innovation Systems organize and collaborate to design implementable 

processes in an environment of multiple stakeholders? 

 

In order to result in processes that are implementable, an empirical case has been founded in theories 

of innovation management. With the purpose of reflecting on the actions the analysis has led to as 

the AR approach requests, the conclusions are hereby presented. 

 

The analyzed innovation processes show that when connecting the stages to theories on innovation 

typologies, innovation levels, crowd-sourcing opportunities and user-involvement it is overall a good 

idea to reverse the relationship and profit from the users as innovators in line with Teece’s study that 

users often benefit more of innovations than producers. A prohibitive scenario of the OIS to 

collaborate and design implementable processes becomes clearer throughout the analysis though. 

Rather early in the analysis it was indicated that one partner has focused all effort on developing a 

new technical tool and this fact was confirmed through several analysis appearing as a failure of the 

ALL project: During the first analysis chapter (chapter 6) the TLC theory showed that this attempt 

would mean two opposing curves from respectively product- and process innovation that do not 

follow the same development. The following analysis of user-involvement and technological tools 

proved weak empirical foundation or need for a new software development. And the latter chapter 

has produced data that this agenda conflicts with the common project goal of establishing a living lab 

with the users as common denominator.  

 

But there are further discrepancies in the organization of the OIS this case is embedded within: 

 

• Organization wise: Three different partners should work from the perspective of one living lab. 

The literature is only concerned with individual product developments or singular user-producer 
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relations which we here see an example of why: Multiple organizations have to work from one 

joint perspective which is impossible with various interests interfering. 

o Overall goal: creating the best open source platform for all users of SAA 

o Technical partner: developing an optimal software tool (CSC) 

o HR partner: improving employee loyalty, atmosphere, conditions (SAS) 

o Area partner: improving aviation user conditions, competing worldwide (LFV) 

 

• Innovation wise: Analysis of innovation typologies has clarified levels of innovations that can be 

expected from the ALL. The results of the living lab are not tested within this thesis scope, but it 

is important for the organization of the living lab to be aware of the outcome that is initiated in 

this setup: Although the IMG expects somewhat breakthrough innovations and wishes to avoid 

incremental adjustments to existing products or solutions in the airport in order not to function 

as a traditional idea box, this is however the result the first pilot in November 2008. Here, we 

have seen a theoretical explanation for this because core the market does not change from the 

airport environment as Assink explains, which makes it impossible in theory to characterize the 

output of the ALL as breakthrough- or radical innovations.  

 

• Technology wise: Several software tools claiming to be technical OIS supporting idea 

management or crowd-sourcing already exist in the market. Here 46 of them are analyzed to 

deduct the ideal functionalities for the ALL system. However, a few were concluded to be 

suitable for this purpose as off-the-shelf products saving the ALL to reinvent the wheel; saving a 

lot of time and cost. 

 

It is discovered that the current discussions on user-driven innovation concerns individual relations 

between users and a producer; not users and several producers. Thereby the complexity of multiple 

stakeholders with various interests remains. The ALL need to consider itself as an independent unity 

in order to focus completely on its users and not think of them as the common denominator for 

their three individual partner companies, as they do now. Too much energy is thus spent on clashes 

of interest and administrative issues – which has nothing to do with possible issues by involving 

users, because they occur much before the lab even gets to that stage; already in the organization 

phase. This leads again back to the previous conclusion to the Main Research Question: the 

organization and the design of the OIS determines if processes are implementable. The software tool 
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development is of less importance than the ALL expected from the beginning because as we have 

seen there are options to implement tools already on the market. This does not mean that 

adjustments to the existing technologies could be made to perfectly match the functionalities we 

would like for the ALL. But this technical project would methodologically need to be separated and 

not interfering with the organization of the living lab due to the fragmentation of collaboration it 

causes.  

 

As of this research it is proven that the multiplicity on the user- as well as on the 

producer/stakeholder side is not a natural beneficial constellation. Furthermore, practical examples 

made it clear that theories of innovation management on this topic are not applicable to a multi-

stakeholder environment. Organizational challenges of the OIS design are likely to delay the process 

and should be analyzed and solved prior to technical solutions.   

 

Therefore, it is worth stressing that multiple partners need to act as one singular unit in this project. 

The IMG would need to take a step back and see that goal – the project – as their common 

denominator in stead of the users. In that way the here analyzed processes for innovation 

management in chapter 8 may be implementable. The short answer of this thesis would be that and 

OIS needs to be acting as well as to be analyzed as one, singular unit in order to simplify the design 

of processes and the multiplicity of interests and stakes. That would satisfy the current theoretical 

literature. 

 

It is hereby my hope that the clarifications and scientific analysis of this case can lead to prescriptions 

for handling similar situations later on as pointed out with the AR approach in the beginning of the 

project. By reviewing the current literature on innovation management this thesis has contributed to 

the field by analyzing the design of an OIS with multiple stakeholders in a living lab perspective. 

Furthermore, this research has shown a clear need for social sciences to also be concerned with 

innovation management and not leave it to technological development and marketing departments. 

It is a concluding assumption that increased collaboration in the organization behind innovative 

actions could lead to less risk-taking in management of innovations, though this is an implication for 

further research of more case studies like the ALL.  
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REFLECTIONS 

It is extremely important to keep the purpose and the vision of the project in mind at all times. In 

the current project about the Airport Living Lab it has become obvious that decisions you have to 

make because of the over all vision may compromise the optimal solutions, especially when 

technological limitations are involved. It can be concluded that there are trade-offs with any decision, 

process- as well as product wise. With a living lab concept it is thus a challenge to overcome these by 

solid, theoretic support of your decisions, when academia and business seek to collaborate. It has 

been one of the most learning and interesting experience for me to be able to observe and influence 

this project, and despite the obstacles, compromises, and serious critique points of organizing and 

communicating the project has grown on me along the way. It is my hope that another thesis or 

scientific researcher will take up this work and further document and develop the coming results of 

the next generation of the Airport Living Lab. The vision of the project is still to be the foundation 

and create a base for similar projects around the world, and I think it has the potential of a valid and 

useful contribution of considerations for both project management and communication management 

divisions to take serious.  
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW DETAILS 

 
Partner Organization: LFV 
Partner Representative: Fritjof Andersson 
Interview Date: May 8, 2009 
Interview Language: English 
 
Partner Organization: SAS 
Partner Representative: Lena Söderström 
Interview Date: February 20, 2009 

May 8, 2009 
Interview Language: Swedish 
 
Partner Organization: CSC 
Partner Representative: Carina Sundelius 
Interview Date: May 29, 2009 
Interview Language: Swedish 
 
Continuous meetings with ALL project manager Håkan Ozan have also contributed to the analysis 
of the practical aspect of this thesis. Office space was provided by CSC and workshops, informal 
talks and briefings have thus not been noted to specific dates.  
 
Formal meeting days and workshops with Håkan Ozan: 
February 25, 2009 
March 10-11, 2009 
March 19, 2009 
April 1, 2009 
April 21, 2009 (academic partners participate) 
June 9, 2009 
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF REVIEWED OIS SOFTWARE TOOLS 

 
System owner Product Compatible with ALL needs 

1. OVO Innovation  OVO Tools  
2. Bright Idea Bright Idea Platform X 
3. AMP Idealyst  
4. AMP Realyst X 
5. Salesforce Ideas X 
6. Ubuntu IdeaTorrent  
7. JPB Jenni  
8. Hype IMT  
9. Qmarkets Ideation 2.0  
10. CogniStreamer InnovationPortal  
11. Idea Champions Ingenuity Bank  
12. Mind Matters Innovator X 
13. BrainBank IdeaLink  
14. IdeaPoint Innovation Portal  
15. IMG Innovation Manager  
16. Ochidea Innovation  
17. Imaginatik Idea Central  
18. Sopheon Accolade  
19. FellowForce WebForce  
20. i-Nova Suite  
21. Creax  Innovation Suite  
22. Inspiration Software Webspiration  
23. IdeaScale IdeaScale  
24. IdeaFisher ThoughtOffice  
25. KT Software eThink  
26. DSS SolutionsGenie  
27. Axon Idea Professor  
28. MatchWare MindView  
29. Ziipi e-Tipi  
30. Invention Machine Goldfire X 
31. De Bono Thinking 24-7  
32. Arc90 Kindling X 
33. BrainReactions BR.net  
34. User Voice User Voice  
35. ISDE RlsM  
36. TQS SimNet8  
37. Insight Results Brainstorm on Demand  
38. Accept Software Accept Ideas  
39. Employee Suggestion Box  
40. INCENT Idea Dev. System  
41. JustLogin eSuggestions  
42. PhpOutsourcing IdeaBox  
43. Spigit Innovation Spigit X 
44. Rite Solutions Innovation Engine  
45. Innovate Us Innovate Us  
46. Chaordix Crowdsourcing Engine  
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APPENDIX C: VISUALIZATION OF THE IPM SUGGESTION MANAGEMENT 

STAGE 
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APPENDIX D: VISUALIZATION OF THE IPM BUSINESS EVALUATION STAGE 
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APPENDIX E: VISUALIZATION OF THE IPM EXPERIMENTATION STAGE 

 

 


